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a b s t r a c t

Coordinated Ocean-ice Reference Experiments (COREs) are presented as a tool to explore the behaviour of
global ocean-ice models under forcing from a common atmospheric dataset. We highlight issues arising
when designing coupled global ocean and sea ice experiments, such as difficulties formulating a consis-
tent forcing methodology and experimental protocol. Particular focus is given to the hydrological forcing,
the details of which are key to realizing simulations with stable meridional overturning circulations.

The atmospheric forcing from [Large, W., Yeager, S., 2004. Diurnal to decadal global forcing for ocean
and sea-ice models: the data sets and flux climatologies. NCAR Technical Note: NCAR/TN-460+STR.
CGD Division of the National Center for Atmospheric Research] was developed for coupled-ocean and
sea ice models. We found it to be suitable for our purposes, even though its evaluation originally focussed
more on the ocean than on the sea-ice. Simulations with this atmospheric forcing are presented from
seven global ocean-ice models using the CORE-I design (repeating annual cycle of atmospheric forcing
for 500 years). These simulations test the hypothesis that global ocean-ice models run under the same
atmospheric state produce qualitatively similar simulations. The validity of this hypothesis is shown to
depend on the chosen diagnostic. The CORE simulations provide feedback to the fidelity of the atmo-
spheric forcing and model configuration, with identification of biases promoting avenues for forcing data-
set and/or model development.

Published by Elsevier Ltd.

1. Introduction

Simulations with global coupled ocean-ice models can be used
to assist in understanding climate dynamics, and as a step towards
the development of more complete earth system models. Unfortu-
nately, there is little consensus in the modelling community
regarding the design of global ocean-ice experiments, especially
those run for centennial and longer time scales. In particular, there
is no widely agreed method to force the models. Furthermore,

some relatively small differences in forcing methods can lead to
large deviations in circulation behaviour and sensitivities. Such dif-
ficulties create practical barriers to comparing simulations from
different modelling groups.

1.1. Purpose and scope of this paper

A central purpose of this paper is to present Coordinated Ocean-
ice Reference Experiments (COREs). COREs provide a common ref-
erence point for research groups developing and analyzing global
ocean-ice models. They do so by establishing a standard practice
for the design of a baseline set of experiments that is useful for
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model development and ocean-ice research. By standard practice,
we envision an experimental protocol that satisfies the following
goals:

– Provides model simulations that can be tested directly against a
broad suite of ocean and sea ice observations;

– Is not specific to a particular model or model framework, facili-
tating cooperation between groups and model communities;

– Is not so complex or computationally expensive so as to make it
too onerous for smaller groups to implement;

– Can be incorporated into a more comprehensive model develop-
ment or research program; e.g., by providing spun-up initial
conditions for fully coupled climate simulations or control
experiments in sensitivity studies;

– Facilitates sharing of expertise and reduces redundant efforts in
forcing data set design.

Prior to the availability of atmospheric reanalysis products, a de
facto standard practice existed in the ocean modelling community:
wind stress was prescribed by the only widely available global
dataset (Hellerman and Rosenstein, 1983), and surface tempera-
ture and salinity were damped toward observed conditions (see
Section 3.1). With the emergence of more comprehensive and real-
istic atmospheric reanalysis and remote sensing products, the
choices have expanded but also become more complex. Our pro-
posal for COREs does not provide the definitive resolution of these
forcing issues, but can provoke discussion and debate leading to
improved scientific convergence onto a common experimental
protocol.

We distinguish the research focus of COREs from that of model
intercomparison projects. In an intercomparison project, simula-
tions follow a strict protocol and output is generated for analyses
by a broad community. Projects, such as the Atmospheric Model
Intercomparison Project (AMIP) (Gates, 1993), help document mod-
el similarities and differences, and can be of great use for various
research and development purposes. Prior to deciding whether an
analogous global ocean-ice model intercomparison project (i.e., an
OMIP) would be a useful exercise, it is important for the research
community to converge to a baseline experimental design. We
believe that COREs provide a useful step toward this convergence.

Given the broad selection of models participating in this study,
the simulations presented here can provide some feedback to the
fidelity of the atmospheric forcing. That is, places where each model
produces a similar behaviour that is biased relative to observations
may signal a problem with the atmospheric dataset, thus suggest-
ing areas requiring reexamination. The common bias could, in con-
trast, indicate a common problem amongst the full suite of models
that may highlight problems in the model fundamentals and/or
configurations. Analogously, in the case where a single model pro-
duces a widely varying behaviour, this outlier model may result
from problems in the model’s fundamentals and/or configuration.

1.2. Contents of this paper

This paper contains three main parts. The first part summarizes
the state of the art in global ocean-ice coupled modelling, and it
starts in Section 2, which highlights some uses of ocean-ice models
and argues for the relevance of a reference experimental design.
Section 3 reviews methods used to force the ocean-ice models, with
emphasis on limitations of these methods. Section 4 then presents
our proposal for COREs. The second part of the paper is given in Sec-
tions 5–16, where we consider a selection of diagnostics from seven
global ocean-ice simulations run with the CORE-I (repeating annual
cycle) forcing. For each diagnostic, we provide rationalizations for
why the diagnostic is useful to examine in global simulations; pres-
ent guidance towards observational datasets that can be used for

model-observational comparisons; display model results; and offer
hypotheses that could explain model differences and which could
be followed-up with more focused studies. We do not provide a
complete mechanistic understanding of model differences for the
exhibited diagnostics. Doing so is nontrivial from many perspec-
tives, and would require a new study no less lengthy than the pres-
ent. Section 17 closes the main paper with discussion and
conclusions. The third part of this paper is comprised of appendices
that detail aspects of the models used in this study; the experimen-
tal protocol; the methods use to force the models; formulational as-
pects of certain diagnostics; and acronyms used in the manuscript.

2. Uses of ocean-ice models

To study the earth’s climate, and possible climatic changes due
to anthropogenic forcing, various research teams have successfully
built realistic global climate or earth system models with interac-
tive ocean, sea ice, land, atmosphere, biogeochemical, and ecosys-
tem components (referred to as climate models in the following).
These models are generally built incrementally, with components
considered initially in isolation, then sub-groups of components
are coupled, and finally the full set of components are brought to-
gether in the climate model. This process requires a wide suite of
scientific and engineering methods, from reductionist process
physics and biogeochemical modelling, to wholistic climate sys-
tems science methods.

Ice covered regions of the polar and sub-polar oceans are of par-
ticular importance for the large scale circulation of the global
oceans. In particular, sea ice melt and formation alter the thermo-
haline fluxes across the surface ocean, and greatly alter the buoy-
ancy forcing affecting deep water formation and thus the large
scale overturning circulation. Additionally, the presence of sea ice
greatly alters the fluxes entering the ocean, due to the large inso-
lating effects of ice cover relative to open ocean. Hence, realistic
modelling studies of global ocean climate include a realistic inter-
active sea ice model coupled to the ocean.

Coupled ocean-ice models form an important sub-group in the
climate system. They are often developed together prior to cou-
pling to other components such as the land and atmosphere. From
the perspective of a global climate modeller, the absence of an
atmosphere and land component allows for a more focused assess-
ment of the successes and limitations of the ocean-ice components.
From the perspective of a global ocean modeller, introducing a sea
ice model provides a physically based interactive method to deter-
mine high latitude ocean-ice fluxes, rather than the ad hoc
approaches needed in global ocean-only models. Ocean-ice models
also admit more dynamical degrees of freedom than possible in
ocean-only simulations. In turn, running ocean-ice models is much
more complex than ocean-only simulations, as they place a greater
need on the accuracy required from surface boundary forcing,
especially due to the ice-albedo feedback, whereby larger regions
of high albedos associated with snow and sea ice act to reduce
solar heating, thus further increasing the earth’s albedo and
causing more snow and sea ice to form.

The incremental methodology of climate model development is
largely pragmatic. Namely, the fully coupled system is far more
complicated, computationally expensive, and the ocean and sea
ice components reflect errors in the modelled atmosphere. Addi-
tionally, for many research groups, ocean-ice models represent
the final stage in the development of a tool of use for addressing
certain scientific questions. For example, ocean-ice models form
the basis for many simulations in the high latitudes, with the regio-
nal Arctic Ocean Model Intercomparison Project (AOMIP) providing
one example with significant scientific impact (Proshutinsky et al.,
2001; Holloway et al., 2007). In general, it is hoped that research
and development efforts focused on ocean-ice simulations success-
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fully assist in understanding the behaviour of the more complete
climate system.

Although many useful insights can be garnered from studies
with ocean-ice models, it is critical to understand their limitations.
Namely, it often remains difficult to ensure that results from the
ocean-ice subsystem carry over to the full climate system, where
climate model behaviour, such as sensitivities to perturbations,
can prove distinct from ocean-ice models (an example is provided
in Section 16.1). Quite often, problems with ocean-ice models stem
from unrealistic aspects of surface forcing from a non-interactive
atmosphere (Section 3). Nonetheless, even with their limitations,
ocean-ice models remain a valuable climate science tool, and so
can be used for fruitful scientific research and model development
purposes. We summarise here a few uses that motivate us to pro-
pose a standard practice for running these models.

– Being less expensive than climate models, ocean-ice models can
be formulated with refined grid resolutions thus promoting
superior representations of key physical, chemical, and biologi-
cal processes as well as geographic features. Alternatively, they
can be run with a broader suite of algorithms and parameterisa-
tions, which helps to develop an understanding of simulation
sensitivity to model fundamentals.

– They provide a tool to study interactions between the ocean and
sea ice as isolated from the complexities of atmospheric feed-
backs and from biases that arise when coupling to a potentially
inaccurate atmospheric model.

– Ocean-ice models using different atmospheric forcing provide a
means to assess implications on the ocean and sea ice climate of
various atmospheric reanalysis or observational products. As a
complement, many models run using the same atmospheric
forcing, and which show similar ocean biases, may suggest that
there are problems with the atmospheric forcing. In these ways,
models feedback onto the development of atmospheric datasets
used to force ocean-ice models (e.g., Large and Yeager, 2008).

– There is great utility for model development by comparing sim-
ulations from different ocean-ice models using the same atmo-
spheric forcing. For example, comparisons often highlight
deficiencies in the representation of physical processes, which
then guide efforts to improve simulation integrity.

– Bulk formulae are needed to produce ocean-ice fluxes given an
atmospheric state and ocean-ice state. Ocean-ice models run
with the same atmospheric state yet with different bulk formu-
lae allow one to assess the sensitivity of the simulation to the
chosen bulk formulae.

– Run under realistic atmospheric forcing, models can be used
to reproduce the history of ocean and sea ice variables and
help to interpret observations that are scarce in space and
time (e.g., Gerdes et al., 2005b). This approach provides a
method for ocean reanalysis unavailable with fully coupled
climate models. Notably, there are nontrivial issues of initial
conditions and ocean drifts that need to be resolved
before obtaining unambiguous results from such reanalysis
studies.

– One can select particular temporal or spatial scales from within
the forcing data for use in running ocean-ice models for pur-
poses of understanding variability mechanisms.

– Coupled ocean-ice models provide a valuable engineering step
towards the development of more complete climate models. For
example, many tools and methods needed to build climate mod-
els are more easily prototyped in the simpler ocean-ice models.

3. Boundary fluxes for ocean-only and ocean-ice models

A coupled ocean-ice model requires momentum, heat, and
hydrological exchanges with the atmosphere to drive the

simulated ocean and ice fields. These exchanges take the form of
stress from atmospheric winds, of radiative and turbulent fluxes
of heat, and of precipitation, continental runoff and evaporation.
Notably, evaporation has an associated turbulent latent heat flux
which links the thermal and hydrological fluxes. When decoupling
the ocean and sea ice models from the atmosphere, one must intro-
duce a method to generate these fluxes. We briefly review certain
points related to this issue, highlighting problems that arise with
various approaches.

3.1. Thermohaline fluxes from restoring SST and SSS

Perhaps the simplest and oldest approach to developing fluxes
for ocean-only models is to specify a wind stress and to damp
the model’s upper layer temperature (SST) and upper layer salinity
(SSS)1 to prescribed values (Cox and Bryan, 1984), such as from the
climatologies of Levitus (1982); Conkright et al. (2002), or Steele
et al. (2001). The thermohaline fluxes are thus generated without
atmospheric information, and fluxes are non-zero only when model
predicted SST and/or SSS differ from observations. With this
approach, there is no direct link between the thermal and hydrolog-
ical forcing present with latent heating and evaporation. Nonethe-
less, fluxes generated from restoring provide a strong negative
feedback that limits the errors that can be realized in the simulated
surface ocean properties. Hence, surface restoring of SST and SSS
renders a useful leading order understanding of the simulated ocean
circulation, which in turn helps to identify egregious problems with
ocean model fundamentals. It has thus been commonly employed by
ocean modellers for many decades.

Damping the model predicted SST and SSS fields to pre-
scribed values generates a restoring thermohaline flux for the
ocean model. Unfortunately, the resulting fluxes can be quite
unrealistic (Killworth et al., 2000), especially the freshwater
fluxes (Large et al., 1997). It can also produce distortions in
the simulated annual cycle (Killworth et al., 2000). Thermoha-
line damping is typically associated with rather short damping
time scales (i.e., strong restoring), which can suppress potentially
interesting internal modes of variability such as mesoscale
eddies represented in refined resolution models. Damping
becomes more problematic for a coupled ocean-ice model,
because there is no proven analogue for driving a sea-ice
model, and it is ambiguous how to restore to SST and SSS in
regions with ice. Hence, thermohaline restoring with relatively
strong damping is not an ideal means for generating thermoha-
line fluxes for ocean-ice climate modelling. An alternative
should be considered.

3.2. Undamped thermohaline fluxes

Applying undamped thermohaline fluxes is a complementary
method to the previous approach of damping SST and SSS.
Consequently, it possesses complementary attributes, such as
allowing surface tracers to evolve freely with no damping. Also,
the prescribed surface fluxes can be adjusted to yield zero net gain
of heat and freshwater by the ocean-ice system, and to give a
desired equilibrium oceanic transport of heat and freshwater.

When using undamped fluxes, one must be more mindful of
details than in the restoring case. Here, there are three types of
thermohaline fluxes to consider:

1 Modellers tend to equate the temperature and salinity in the upper model grid
cell with the sea surface temperature and sea surface salinity. This equality is not
precise, as the model grid cell values represent a grid cell averaged value, and so do
not precisely reflect the surface skin values measured, say, from a satellite. See
(Robinson, 2005) for more discussion.

S.M. Griffies et al. / Ocean Modelling 26 (2009) 1–46 3
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– Turbulent fluxes for heat (sensible and latent), water (evapora-
tion), and momentum (wind stress);

– Radiative heat fluxes (shortwave and longwave);
– Water fluxes such as precipitation, river runoff, and sea ice for-

mation/melt.

Unfortunately, fluxes from observations and/or reanalysis prod-
ucts have nontrivial uncertainties (Taylor, 2000; Large and Yeager,
2004). Running ocean-ice models for decades or longer with such
large uncertainties can lead to unacceptable model drift in surface
temperature and salinity (Rosati and Miyakoda, 1988). Addition-
ally, SST anomalies do experience a negative feedback in the cli-
mate system, whereby they are damped by interactions with the
atmosphere. Hence, SST restoring is based on physical interactions
(Haney, 1971), and the lack of a negative feedback exacerbates
problems with the undamped fluxes. Consequently, the undamped
flux forced simulations can experience unacceptable drift associ-
ated with errors in the undamped fluxes and/or model errors, as
well as the absence of a feedback mechanism to suppress drift. It
is therefore generally not feasible nor physically relevant to run
global ocean-ice models with undamped thermohaline fluxes for
more than a few years.

3.3. Turbulent fluxes from bulk formulae

The turbulent sensible heat flux lost from the ocean is propor-
tional to the sea-air temperature difference. As this difference
increases (decreases), there is also more ocean heat loss (gain)
through the latent heat flux. Thus, the air-sea interaction repre-
sented by the turbulent heat fluxes tends to damp SST differences
from the air temperature. The damping strength can be determined
by numerically linearizing the thermal boundary condition (Haney,
1971; Barnier et al., 1995; Rivin and Tziperman, 1997; Barnier,
1998). It can be quite strong in regions of strong winds such as
the Southern Ocean and North Atlantic, where piston velocities2

can reach 1–2 m day�1, which corresponds to a coupling strength
of 50–100ðWm�2Þ=�K. More generally, Rahmstorf and Willebrand
(1995) point out the scale dependence of the ocean-atmosphere heat
flux coupling. Basin scale SST anomalies are damped at a much
slower rate ð� 5ðWm�2Þ=�KÞ, that is set by outgoing long wave radi-
ation. They propose an approach with scale dependent bulk formu-
lae for the ocean-atmosphere heat flux.

The feedback between the SSTs and the atmospheric state pro-
vides a nontrivial space-time dependent damping of SSTs that acts
to reduce model drift.3 As a means to model this and other air-sea
interactions, in the absence of an interactive atmospheric model, a
compromise can be made between the damped and undamped
approaches by prognostically computing turbulent fluxes for heat,
moisture, and momentum using the evolving ocean surface state
(SST and surface currents). In this case, turbulent fluxes are com-
puted from bulk formulae, given a prescribed, time evolving atmo-
spheric state (air temperature, humidity, sea level pressure, and
wind velocity). This approach directly corresponds to that used in
climate models, where the atmospheric state is provided by a prog-
nostic atmospheric model. In this way, the bulk formulae forced
ocean-ice models are much more directly relevant to the coupled
models than the other methods. They also properly link the latent
heat flux and evaporation.

3.4. Problems with ocean-ice models forced by a prescribed
atmosphere

The basic assumption made when using an atmospheric dataset
to force an ocean-ice model is that changes in the prescribed near
surface atmospheric state accurately reflect the surface turbulent
heat and moisture fluxes across the ocean-ice surface, plus the
divergence of all near surface internal atmospheric transport pro-
cesses. The fundamental problem with the proposed bulk formulae
approach is that in general this assumption is not valid, because of
errors in the ocean-ice models, errors in the bulk formulae, and
errors in atmospheric datasets. The latter represent only an
approximation to Nature, and the uncertainties can be large.
Furthermore, there is no unambiguous way of separating model
error from forcing error in the simulated ocean-ice system, and
errors can be both compensating and additive.

Even a perfect ocean-ice model is exposed to limitations inher-
ent in the forcing and in the problems with decoupling from an
interactive atmosphere. For example, a prescribed wind precludes
atmospheric feedbacks that, in particular, contribute to the devel-
opment and evolution of ENSO. Additionally, a prescribed air tem-
perature results in an atmosphere acting as a fluid with infinite
heat capacity, which is the opposite of the physically relevant limit
where the ocean is more appropriately approximated as the slow
climate component with a huge heat capacity. We now detail fur-
ther problems associated with thermohaline forcing. These prob-
lems are intimately related, but we expose them here as separate
mechanisms for clarity.

3.4.1. Mixed boundary conditions and corruption of the temperature
negative feedback

The first problem relates to anticipated errors in the surface
fluxes for salinity or fresh water, especially precipitation. These
errors will force erroneous drift in ocean salinity. A relatively
strong salinity restoring, analogous to the effective restoring of
SSTs arising from bulk formulae, can control this drift in the
ocean-ice simulations. However, salinity restoring has no physical
basis. That is, precipitation fluxes do not depend on local salinity,
so there is no local negative feedback to mitigate the accumulation
of flux errors. It is thus desirable physically to use at most a weak
salinity restoring. Weak restoring rather than strong restoring
allows increased, and typically more realistic, variability in the sur-
face salinity and deep circulation. Furthermore, the weak restoring
can be regarded as a correction to the precipitation.

The widely differing time scales determining surface moisture
and heat fluxes leads to the term mixed boundary condition ther-
mohaline fluxes. As emphasized by Stommel (1961), the differing
effects of temperature and salinity on ocean density, as well as
their distinct air-sea interactions, present the ocean’s thermoha-
line circulation with the possibility for multiple regimes of
circulation (Bryan, 1986) and/or strong nonlinear oscillations
(Zhang et al., 1993; Greatbatch and Peterson, 1996; Colin de Ver-
dière and Huck, 1999). Consider a positive salinity anomaly mov-
ing into the subpolar gyre region of the North Atlantic. This
anomaly creates a positive density anomaly, which generally acts
to support the large-scale overturning circulation with deep
water formation in the northern part of the North Atlantic. This
positive feedback from salinity is counteracted by a negative
feedback from enhanced warm water advected northward, creat-
ing a negative density anomaly. We illustrate these feedbacks in
Fig. 1. Unfortunately, the negative temperature feedback is
altered or removed when presenting the ocean with a prescribed
atmospheric state which does not respond to the temperature
anomaly. In turn, the positive salinity feedback plays a spuri-
ously large role in the ocean-ice simulations using a prescribed
atmosphere. The sensitivity of simulations to these altered

2 The piston velocity (units of length per time) refers to the multiplier that weights
the difference between the ocean property (e.g., temperature) and atmosphere
property (e.g., surface air temperature) for computing a tracer flux. Larger piston
velocities yield a larger flux for a given difference. We have more to say regarding
piston velocity in Section B.3 of the Appendix.

3 Note that drifts in SST due to errors in the atmospheric forcing may actually lead
to model drift.
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feedbacks is detailed in Rahmstorf and Willebrand (1995) and
Lohmann et al. (1996).

The ability of any ocean or ocean-ice model, in the absence of
coupled feedbacks with the atmosphere, to represent the oceanic
adjustment in the more complete climate system can be called into
question. Consider the deep water formation regions of the North
Atlantic, for example. Mixed boundary condition simulations with
strong temperature restoring can be susceptible to unrealistically
large amplitude thermohaline oscillations, as well as a polar halo-
cline catastrophe, in which a fresh cap develops in high latitudes of
the North Atlantic and shuts down the overturning circulation
(Zhang et al., 1993; Rahmstorf and Willebrand, 1995; Rahmstorf,
1996; Lohmann et al., 1996).

3.4.2. Absence of an atmospheric response as the ice edge or halocline
moves

The second problem relates to the lack of feedback onto a pre-
scribed atmosphere when the model and forcing errors conspire
to cause the simulated sea ice coverage to deviate from that used
to produce the atmospheric state. Windy, cold, and dry air is often
found near the sea ice edge in Nature. Interaction of this air with
the ocean leads to large fluxes of latent and sensible heat which
cool the surface ocean, as well as evaporation which increases
salinity. This huge buoyancy loss increases surface density, which
provides a critical element in the downward branch of the thermo-
haline circulation (e.g., Marshall and Schott, 1999). In contrast, the
ocean under sea-ice is very effectively insulated from atmospheric
cooling and buoyancy loss.

Suppose the modelled ice edge is too extensive. Then the air-sea
cooling and evaporation can be spuriously shut down in the
wrongly ice-covered region. Over the extended ice edge, the near
freezing water will be under relatively warm air and weaker winds,
so there will be less overall buoyancy loss to drive vertical mixing
and convection in the ocean, as well as a negative feedback effect
tending to melt back the ice. As a result the water column can
become prone to freshwater pooling at the surface, which could
provide a positive feedback on the reduced buoyancy loss. This
process may be similar to the polar halocline catastrophe of mixed
boundary condition models described above. In the opposite case
of the modelled ice edge not being extensive enough, there would
be excess buoyancy loss, a tendency for ice formation or overly

strong vertical mixing and convection. The net effect on the simu-
lated thermohaline circulation would be a weaking if the ice edge
were overall too extensive, and a strengthening if too contracted.
We illustrate these situations in Fig. 2. The lack of feedback that
exists in ocean-ice simulations can be largely eliminated in
ocean-only simulations which use observed sea ice distributions
to determine surface fluxes (Large et al., 1997; Large and Yeager,
2004). Unfortunately, there are no existing hindcast simulations
to demonstrate the importance of this feedback on model
solutions.

Lohmann andGerdes (1998) and Jayne and Marotzke (1999) dis-
cuss other feedback processes involving sea ice that affect sensitiv-
ity of the overturning circulation. In particular, errors in sea ice
area affect the radiation balance of the earth, and thus the total
meridional heat transport in the climate system and its partition-
ing between the atmosphere and ocean. In the ocean-ice system
the feedback is positive with too much ice reducing the solar
energy input, and too little ice increasing the solar input.

3.4.3. Salinity and/or fresh water normalisation
An issue related to fresh water or salinity forcing is the need to

maintain a global balance. In the absence of an interactive atmo-
sphere and land model, the global balance of water in the ocean-
ice system will need to be maintained through a normalisation
procedure. Namely, with a nonzero restoring applied to surface
salinity, and with the diagnosed evaporation based on the bulk for-
mulae and evolving SST, there is no guarantee that the hydrological
cycle balances without a normalisation. Such is a limitation of the
ocean-ice system absent an interactive land or atmospheric com-
ponent. In this study, various groups perform this normalisation
differently, with details provided in Appendix B.3.

4. A proposal for COREs

The previous section highlights some issues that arise when
decoupling the ocean and sea ice components from the rest of
the climate system, in particular from an interactive atmosphere.

cold water
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warm water

fresh icy

Add freshwater perturbation at ice/halocline edge

Coupled responseMixed BC response

cold water

cold air warm air

warm water

fresh icy
cold water

cold air warm air

warm water
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Fig. 2. This schematic illustrates the different responses of the ocean-ice system to
changes in surface boundary fluxes. (top panel) Consider a cold-air outbreak
(coming from the left and moving to the right in this schematic), such as occurs
with synoptic activity over sub-polar regions. This outbreak results in cold and dry
air occupying some area over relatively warm water, and this region often occurs
near the sea ice or halocline edge. This situation results in huge air-sea fluxes of
heat and evaporation in the region where cold and dry air is above relatively warm
water. These fluxes drive deep water formation as a result of the huge loss of ocean
buoyancy. The sea ice or halocline edge moves (towards the right in this schematic)
in response to the large ocean buoyancy loss. With a prescribed atmospheric state
(lower left panel), when the ice edge or halocline moves to the right, the prescribed
atmospheric state does not feel this motion. The result is a removal of the region
where large air-sea fluxes occur, thus rendering an unrealistic shut down of the air-
sea fluxes that drive deep water formation. In a coupled climate model (bottom
right panel), the atmosphere predominantly follows the ocean, so that as the ice
edge or halocline moves to the right, there can remain a nontrivial deep-water
formation region in front of the ice edge or halocline, just as in the top panel.

Fig. 1. This is a schematic of the large-scale atmosphere-ocean feedbacks related to
temperature and salinity that affect the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation.
The air-sea fluxes (F) affecting ocean salinity are nearly one-way, in that
precipitation and evaporation are not affected by ocean salinity. In contrast, key
pieces of the air-sea heat flux (Q), such as latent, sensible, and longwave fluxes, are
directly determined by SSTs, and these fluxes damp oceanic surface temperature
anomalies. Within the ocean, positive salinity anomalies advected into the northern
North Atlantic strengthen the overturning (a positive feedback onto the overturning
circulation), whereas positive temperature anomalies weaken the circulation (a
negative feedback onto the overturning circulation). Altering the air-sea feedbacks
on temperature, as when the atmospheric state is prescribed, can diminish the
negative temperature feedback on the overturning. The result is a system that is
overly sensitive to the salinity, as well as fluxes affecting salinity.
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Quite simply, it is ambiguous how one specifies interactions with
unrepresented components, and these ambiguities can introduce
nontrivial and often unphysical sensitivities. It is thus important
to recognize the limitations of ocean-ice models, as no methodol-
ogy for specifying interactions with missing components is im-
mune to difficulties and ambiguities. Nonetheless, working under
the assumption that we wish to conduct productive research and
development with ocean-ice models, we seek a standard modelling
practice for use in establishing benchmark simulations, thus facil-
itating comparisons and further refinements to the prescribed
atmospheric states and experimental design.

The standard practice we propose is termed a Coordinated
Ocean-ice Reference Experiment (CORE). There are three COREs thus
far comprising our suite of experiments. We emphasize the
research nature of each CORE, and our goal here is both illustrative
and provocative. Choices for experimental design largely depend
on research goals. Underlying the present proposal is the goal to
develop a protocol for global ocean-ice simulations that leads to
behaviour in reasonable alignment with corresponding climate
model simulations using the same ocean-ice model components.
Due to difficulties described above, we only partially succeed in
this goal.

4.1. The Large and Yeager (2004) dataset

The critical element facilitating the CORE proposal is the exis-
tence of a comprehensive atmospheric data set that is useful across
a range of ocean-ice model studies. In order to be applicable across
multiple global ocean-ice modelling applications, a dataset should
produce near zero global mean heat and freshwater fluxes when
used in combination with observed SSTs.4 This criteria precludes
the direct use of atmospheric reanalysis products. Instead, the CORE
experiments proposed here employ the dataset prepared by Large
and Yeager (2004). Although primarily utilized and evaluated as
forcing for the ocean component of the Community Climate System
Model, NCAR-POP (Danabasoglu et al., 2006), we aim to use this
dataset across a suite of ocean-ice models in this study. The Large
and Yeager (2004) dataset is well documented, fully supported,
periodically updated (Large and Yeager, 2008), and freely available,
thus facilitating its use by the international climate modelling
community.

As discussed in Taylor (2000), a combination of reanalysis and
remote sensing products probably provides the best available
choice to force ocean-ice models. That is the approach taken by
Large and Yeager (2004). Their report (as well as the paper Large
and Yeager (2008)) details methods to merge and ‘‘correct” various
reanalysis and remote sensing data products to produce a compre-
hensive dataset for use in running ocean-ice models. This dataset,
or earlier versions, have been used for many refined resolution
ocean models (Maltrud and McClean, 2005; Marsh et al., 2005),
and a similar approach has been used by other groups (e.g., Tim-
mermannn et al., 2005).

Furthermore, it is desirable for many research purposes to pro-
vide both a repeating ‘‘normal” year forcing (NYF) as well as an
interannually varying forcing. Large and Yeager (2004) provide
both, with the NYF consistently derived from the 43 years of inter-
annual varying atmospheric state. The NYF allows one to focus on
longer term signals, trends, the approach to equilibrium, and inter-
nally generated ocean variability on long time scales. Such is espe-
cially of interest for centennial scale simulations.

The normal year has been constructed to retain synoptic vari-
ability (i.e., atmospheric storms), with a seamless transition from
31 December to 1 January. However, air temperature, and humid-
ities in the version of NYF used in this study were constructed to
give appropriate atmospheric forcing of the ocean, but not neces-
sarily of the sea-ice.

Both the normal year forcing and interannual varying data con-
tain the following fields on a spherical grid of 192 longitude cells
and 94 latitude cells.

– Climatological annual mean continental runoff;
– Monthly varying precipitation;
– Daily varying shortwave and longwave radiative fluxes which

are self-consistent, thus reducing cloud errors;
– Six-hourly varying meteorological fields: 10 m air temperature,

humidity, air density, zonal wind, meridional wind, and sea level
pressure.

There is no diurnal cycle of either radiation or precipitation, and
no leap years.

Access to the dataset, Fortran code for the bulk formulae, tech-
nical report, support code, and release notes are freely available at

nomads:gfdl:noaa:gov=nomads=forms=mom4=CORE:html

This web page is supported for COREs by a collaboration
between scientists at the National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCAR) and NOAA’s Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Lab
(GFDL).

The task of developing an atmospheric dataset suitable for glo-
bal ocean-ice climate models is fraught with uncertainty and ambi-
guity. As argued in Section 2 and practiced in Section 10, one use of
ocean-ice models, especially a diverse suite of models such as that
presented in this paper, is to assist in evaluating these datasets.
Hence, the datasets must undergo regular reevaluation and
updates to reflect newly acquired data as well as feedback from
the modelling community. Large and Yeager (2008) present an
example of how this process works, where they updated the inter-
annual version of the Large and Yeager (2004) dataset. A new
version of the NYF, with enhanced emphasis on sea-ice forcing, is
presently under development.

4.2. Bulk formulae and salinity restoring

During early stages of this project, we originally thought that
differences in algorithms and parameters used to compute bulk
formulae would lead to trivial differences in ocean circulation rel-
ative to other model differences. This assumption proved to be
wrong. A preliminary comparison between bulk formulae used in
the Community Climate System Model (CCSM) and the GFDL mod-
el led to flux differences that were far too large to ignore when the
goal is to run models with the same atmospheric forcing given the
same ocean-ice state. In particular, the momentum stresses from
atmospheric winds were larger with the GFDL formulation (Belja-
ars, 1994, based on) and the latent heat fluxes were larger with the
CCSM formulation (described in Large and Yeager (2004) and Large
(2005)). The differences have been traced to differences in the neu-
tral transfer coefficients (roughness lengths). This result highlights
the use of ocean-ice models to compare simulations with different
bulk formulae. These simulations can provide useful feedback onto
the refinement of bulk formulae. Such, however, is not the purpose
of the present study.

The Large and Yeager (2004) atmospheric state was developed
using the CCSM bulk formulae. These formulae represent fits to
observed data in both stable and unstable conditions spanning
wind speeds from less than 1ms�1 to more than 25ms�1. Given
the close relation between the derived atmospheric state and the

4 An alternative is proposed by Brodeau et al. (2008), who tune the atmospheric
dataset based on results from an ocean-ice model simulation. They do not constrain
boundary fluxes according to observed SSTs. This approach is not relevant for a
diverse suite of models, and so it is not a feasible approach for COREs.
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bulk formulae, we decided that all models in this study would em-
ploy the CCSM formulae, rather than each group using their own
particular formulae.

Salinity or fresh water forcing was a point of debate amongst the
participants in this study, largely due to difficulties raised in Section
3.4. The basic question is: how strongly should SSS be restored?
Some simulations removed restoring under sea ice, whereas others
retained restoring. Some ran with extremely weak restoring with
the piston velocity of 50 m/4 years, and some explored a range of
restoring scenarios. We have more to say on this issue in Section
16. Quite generally, these issues highlight the utility of comple-
menting ocean-ice simulations with fully coupled climate simula-
tions, where ambiguities with salinity forcing are absent.

Choices made by each of the ocean and sea ice model for salinity
restoring and salt/water normalisation are detailed in Section B.3.
They can be summarised as follows:

– Weak salinity restoring for NCAR-POP, FSU-HYCOM, and MPI;
– Modestly strong salinity restoring for GFDL-MOM, GFDL-HIM,

and Kiel-ORCA;
– Variable salinity restoring for KNMI-MICOM;
– Salt/water normalisation for all, except FSU-HYCOM and KNMI-

MICOM.

In addition to surface salinity restoring, Kiel-ORCA simulation
employed restoring of temperature and salinity within the Medi-
terranean and Red Seas (see Section A.7). No other model em-
ployed internal damping of ocean temperature or salinity to
observations.

4.3. Three proposed COREs

We propose three COREs, whose basic elements are outlined
here.

– CORE-I: This experiment is aimed at investigations of the clima-
tological mean ocean and sea ice states realized using the ideal-
ized repeating NYF of Large and Yeager (2004). Models should
ideally be run to quasi-equilibrium of the deep circulation,
which is on the order of many hundreds to thousands of years
(England, 1995; Stouffer, 2004).

– CORE-II: This experiment is aimed at investigations of the forced
response of the ocean and/or ocean hindcast. It therefore will
employ a more recent version of the interannually varying data-
set from Large and Yeager (2008), rather than the idealized
repeating normal year. CORE-II may also facilitate more direct
comparisons with observations of time dependent phenomena,
and thus be of direct use for ocean reanalysis. It is critical to note
that the utility of these experiments depends largely on the
impact of initial conditions as well as model drift. These issues
remain at the forefront of present research.

– CORE-III: This is a perturbation experiment involving ideas pro-
posed by Gerdes et al. (2005a), Gerdes et al. (2006). Here
enhanced fresh water flux enters the North Atlantic in response
to increased meltwater runoff distributed around the Greenland
coast. Response of the regional and global ocean and sea ice sys-
tem on the decadal to centennial time scales is the focus of
CORE-III. This experimental design is motivated by possible
increases in Greenland meltwater that may occur due to anthro-
pogenic global warming.

We focus in this paper on CORE-I. During the early stages of
exploring CORE-I simulations, we hoped that 100 years would pro-
vide a sufficient time to expose general model behaviour and mod-
el differences. 100 years was the choice taken for the comparison
of German ocean-ice models discussed in Fritzsch et al. (2000)

which used the forcing from Röske (2006). Unfortunately, 100
years proved insufficient for highlighting differences of overturn-
ing circulation behaviour. In particular, drifts in the water masses
in some of the simulations caused either the overturning circula-
tion to drastically weaken within 100 years, or to experience unre-
alistic oscillations after a few hundred years (Sections 15 and 16).
Simulations of 500 years length exposed many of these issues,
whereas 100 years was insufficient. Notably, even though many
issues were exposed only after multiple-century integrations, there
is no guarantee that 500 years is sufficient to sample the phase
space of the models run with the CORE-I design. 500 years is there-
fore considered a pragmatic compromise amongst the participants
in this study.

4.4. Differences in methods

Use of the Large and Yeager (2004) NYF dataset and bulk formu-
lae with no temperature restoring for 500 year ocean-ice simula-
tions is basically what defines CORE-I. This experimental design
leaves open many details for each group to choose based on their
judgement. Consequently, as shown in the Appendices, experimen-
tal design and model details followed by the groups differed in
many aspects. For various reasons based on specifics of numerical
algorithms, computational and human resources, and/or contrary
scientific judgements, we were unable to remove all differences.
Indeed, we did not put much effort at reducing these differences,
as such would have sacrificed our ability to make progress towards
a common experimental framework.

Certainly some differences in methods are expected with com-
parisons, and as such, can add to the strength of the project by
exposing alternative approaches to the scrutiny of a larger group
of scientists. Nonetheless, differences in model formulation and
implementation of forcing add to the difficulty of uncovering
mechanisms for simulation disagreements. For example, no two
models used precisely the same grid resolution; some models used
implied salt fluxes while others used real water fluxes (see Appen-
dix B.3 for details); and differences in ice albedo schemes were
common. Such differences might be important for determining
why, as shown later, the models exhibit varying behaviours of their
simulated Atlantic overturning circulations.

4.5. Models in this study

The ocean and sea ice models employed in this study include
the following (see Appendix A for details and references):

– NCAR-POP: This model is comprised of the ocean and sea ice
components from the CCSM climate model using a zonal resolu-
tion of roughly one degree, with enhanced meridional resolution
in the tropics. The ocean component uses geopotential vertical
coordinates.

– FSU-HYCOM: This model is comprised of the HYCOM ocean
model code within the CCSM framework used in the NCAR-
POP simulations, with the same horizontal grid resolution,
coupler, and sea ice model. The ocean component uses hybrid
isopycnic-pressure coordinates, with pressure in the upper
ocean mixed layer and isopycnic beneath.

– GFDL-MOM: This model is comprised of the ocean and sea ice
components from the GFDL climate model using a zonal resolu-
tion of one degree, with enhanced meridional resolution in the
tropics. The ocean component uses geopotential vertical
coordinates.

– GFDL-HIM: This model replaced the geopotential MOM code
with the isopycnal layered Hallberg Isopycnal Model (HIM), in
which the vertical is discretized with potential density layers.
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The vertical and horizontal resolution is comparable to the
GFDL-MOM simulation.

– KNMI-MICOM: This model is based on the MICOM isopycnal
ocean model with zonal resolution of two degrees and enhanced
meridional resolution in the tropics. The sea ice component is
from Bentsen et al. (2004).

– MPI: This is the ocean and ice model components of the coupled
climate model from the Max-Planck-Institute. The horizontal
resolution gradually varies between 12 km close to Greenland
and 150 km in the tropical Pacific. The ocean component uses
geopotential vertical coordinates.

– Kiel-ORCA: This model is comprised of the NEMO modelling sys-
tem, with the OPA 9 ocean model coupled to the LIM sea ice
model with two degree zonal resolution, with enhanced merid-
ional resolution in the tropics. The ocean component uses geo-
potential vertical coordinates.

All geopotential models, as well as GFDL-HIM, employ the Bous-
sinesq approximation, in which volume, not mass, of a fluid parcel
is conserved, and thus steric effects are absent from the prognostic
equations. In contrast, the KNMI-MICOM and FSU-HYCOM ocean
codes are both non-Boussinesq.

4.6. Goals of the analysis

The following sections survey results from simulations run with
the ocean-ice models listed above using the CORE-I forcing. A key
purpose of this presentation is to be illustrative and provocative
rather than thorough on all points. That is, the analysis fails to fully
assess each model’s ability to remain faithful to Nature’s ocean-ice
system. Furthermore, the analysis is insufficient to identify mech-
anisms for model differences. Nonetheless, we do provide descrip-
tions of the simulation features, and in certain places we offer
hypotheses and criticisms that may help to explain model biases.

5. Globally averaged ocean temperature and salinity

Amongst the most basic of model diagnostics is the globally
averaged ocean temperature and salinity. Assuming no interior
sources and sinks, the globally averaged ocean temperature and
globally averaged ocean salinity are affected by surface fluxes,
and by exchange of heat and salt with the sea ice. Sections D.4
and D.5 in the Appendix detail the various processes contributing
to the globally averaged temperature and salinity.

5.1. Descriptive comments

It is unlikely that the prognostic model SST and SSS will
match observations, so that longterm global heat and freshwater
trends, arising from nonzero surface flux ‘‘imbalances”, can be
expected. Nonetheless, given that the atmospheric state is
prescribed over a fixed annual cycle, and assuming the ocean
model algorithms are based on conservative numerical methods,
we expect the globally averaged temperature and salinity to
reach an equilibrium state after a transient phase. The time scale
for equilibration can be centuries to millenia, depending on the
rates of ocean ventilation and mixing (England, 1995; Stouffer,
2004). Figs. 3 and 4 present time series for the globally averaged
temperature and salinity in the CORE-I simulations. The results
are quite distinct between the models, with some reaching
relatively stable results after a few hundred years, whereas
others continue to exhibit drift after 500 years. Note also the
nonzero model differences at the start, with these differences
probably arising from details of the initial conditions for the
ocean and sea ice models (see Section B.1 for details of the
initial conditions).

For global mean salinity, the NCAR-POP, MPI, GFDL-HIM, and
GFDL-MOM simulations show nearly stationary behaviour
throughout the full integration. For NCAR-POP, this result suggests
that the normalisation procedure used for global mean salt is serv-
ing to counteract any net salt input to the ocean from restoring (see
discussion of salt/water normalisation in Section B.3). MPI, GFDL-
HIM, and GFDL-MOM employ water fluxes, and so the only transfer
of salt into or out of the liquid ocean arises from the small amount
exchanged with sea ice formation and melt. The nearly stationary
behaviour of global mean salinity indicates that potential drifts
in global mean seawater volume are negligible, which is a result
of the normalisation employed by each model to keep this drift
small.

The Kiel-ORCA simulation shows a slow steady increase in glo-
bal mean salinity. This model employs water fluxes and normalises
these fluxes. However, the model includes relaxation to climato-
logical temperature and salinity in the Mediterranean and Red Seas
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Fig. 3. Time series of the globally averaged annual mean liquid ocean temperature
from the CORE-I simulations. This diagnostic is computed as hhi ¼

P
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with dV the grid cell volume, and the summation extending over the full liquid
ocean domain.
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(see Section A.7), which represents a source of heat and salt. In a
100 year experiment without this relaxation, the global salinity
increase is ten times smaller (not shown).

The FSU-HYCOM and KNMI-MICOM simulations each show a
steady downward drift in global mean salinity. The KNMI-MICOM
and FSU-HYCOM simulations do not employ any salt normalisa-
tion, and this may explain their relatively large salinity drifts.
Other possibilities include the use of non-conservative numerical
methods, as discussed in Section A.5.

For global mean temperature, GFDL-MOM, MPI, and FSU-HY-
COM show a general warming, with GFDL-MOM and MPI reaching
a steady state around 4 �C after about 300 years. In contrast, FSU-
HYCOM shows a general warming for 300 years, then begins to
cool, and continues to do so until the end of the 500 years.
NCAR-POP and Kiel-ORCA show the least trend away from the ini-
tial conditions, with 500 year mean temperatures near the 3.6 �C
initial global mean temperature. Both appear to have reached a
near steady state, though NCAR-POP exhibits a slight cooling drift
at year 500. The GFDL-HIM and KNMI-MICOM simulations both ex-
hibit cooling, with the KNMI-MICOM simulation approaching glo-
bal mean temperatures of 1.0 �C, with little sign that this
downward trend is slowing. In contrast, the GFDL-HIM simulation
appears to be reaching an equilibrium at around 2.5 �C.

6. Horizontally averaged temperature and salinity

More details about the temperature and salinity spin-up in the
CORE-I simulations are provided in Figs. 5 and 6. These figures
show time series for the anomalous annual mean temperature
and salinity as a function of depth, where the anomalies were cre-
ated by taking the difference between the annual mean from the
model and the annual mean from Conkright etal. (2002) and Steele
et al. (2001). The near-surface and thermocline conditions show a
rapid adjustment during the first 50–100 years, with compara-
tively small drifts thereafter. In contrast, deeper properties gener-
ally continue to drift throughout the 500 year simulation period.

For the temperature drifts, NCAR-POP shows an upper ocean
warming, with waters below 1000 m generally cooling. This cool-
ing accelerates a bit towards the end of the simulation, consistent
with the downward trend in global mean temperature seen in
Fig. 3. FSU-HYCOM shows an overall warming in the upper
500 m, with little warming in the deeper oceans. The warming
appears to be reversing as the 500 year mark is approached, which
again is reflected in the cooling trend in global mean temperature
starting around year 250. GFDL-MOM shows a general warming
throughout the upper 2000 m, with the exception of a cooling in
the upper 100 m. The deeper ocean shows very little trend.
GFDL-HIM shows an upper ocean warming above 500 m, and cool-
ing throughout the deeper regions, extending to the abyss. The
cooling dominates the full column, as revealed by the global mean
time series in Fig. 3. Kiel-ORCA shows the least drift of all the sim-
ulations above 2000 m, with only a modest warming in the upper
1000 m. The deeper ocean shows a small cooling trend. KNMI-MI-
COM, in contrast, shows the largest drift, with warming over the
upper 100 m, and strong cooling throughout the remaining ocean
column. Finally, the MPI solution shows a slight cooling over the
upper 100 m, a strong warming beneath down to 2000 m, and then
a slight cooling in the abyss.

For salinity drift, NCAR-POP shows a strong freshening in the
upper 200 m, counteracted by an increasing salinity down to
around 1000 m, and a slight freshening in the abyss. This charac-
teristic drift pattern is also reflected in the MPI simulation, but
with the MPI simulation showing a smaller drift magnitude. It is
notable that these two simulations use the weak salinity restoring
with a piston velocity of 50 m/4years and normalisation. FSU-HY-
COM also uses the weak salinity restoring, but without normalisa-

tion, and this simulation does not show the characteristic pattern
of NCAR-POP and MPI. Kiel-ORCA does exhibit a similar pattern,
though far more diffuse in the vertical and with a smaller ampli-
tude. The GFDL-MOM and GFDL-HIM simulations show a strikingly
similar drift pattern, with salty trend above roughly 1000 m, and
fresh trend beneath. Finally, the FSU-HYCOM and KNMI-MICOM
simulations both show an overall freshening trend, with the FSU-
HYCOM trend far smaller than KNMI-MICOM. Kiel-ORCA arguably
has the smallest trend for all depths, though the global mean time
series in Fig. 4 indicates that the simulation has yet to settle down
to a steady state to the degree seen in the NCAR-POP, MPI, GFDL-
HIM, and GFDL-MOM simulations. Again, both the FSU-HYCOM
and KNMI-MICOM simulation do not perform a normalisation for
the hydrology in the ocean-ice system (see Table 3), whereas all
other simulations provide some means to ensure that the net salt
or water entering the ocean-ice system remains within bound.

We close this section by noting that it is nontrivial to uncover a
mechanistic understanding of the drift patterns exhibited by the
various models. The patterns could result from the interplay
between internal model errors or biases, such as excessive or non-
physical mixing, incorrect representation of ocean transport, poorly
formulated subgrid scale parameterizations such as those for the
mixed layer or mesoscale eddies, etc.; they could result from
problems with the sea ice models; they could result from incorrect
air-sea coupling, such as through the bulk formulae; or they could
result from spurious atmospheric forcing. Uncovering the mecha-
nisms remains a daunting task requiring a tremendous number of
sensitivity experiments across the models presented here.

7. SST and SSS bias maps

Global maps of SST and SSS from the simulations are compared
in Figs. 7 and 8 to those from Conkright et al. (2002) for the World
Ocean outside the Arctic, with Steele et al. (2001) used for the Arc-
tic. Despite the strong negative feedback provided by the pre-
scribed air-temperature, the models develop some regions with
nontrivial difference patterns, and these are often found in multi-
ple models. These results suggest that common modelling prob-
lems and/or deficiencies in the forcing may be responsible for the
differences. It is notable that there are basin scale regions where
Conkright et al. (2002) and Steele et al. (2001) SST tends to be
greater than the Reynolds and Smith (1994) SST by 0.5 �C–1 �C
(e.g., North Atlantic subtropical gyre, Southern Ocean from 60�E
to Drake Passage) and colder by 0.5 �C–2 �C (South Atlantic sub-
tropical gyre, offshore the Indian Ocean sector of Antarctica).
Therefore, only larger differences in Fig. 7 are robust.

The SST biases reveal some anomaly patterns commonly found
in models with the non-eddy permitting resolutions used here (see
Table 1 in Appendix A for model details). In particular, large devi-
ations are found along major frontal zones such as the western
boundary currents in the North Atlantic and North Pacific. Biases
in current structure generally lead to warm biases next to the adja-
cent continents, due to the spuriously northward extent of the
warm boundary currents along the coasts, rather than the separa-
tion of the currents into the interior.

In the North Atlantic subpolar gyre region, all models show
signs of difficulties maintaining the North Atlantic drift in the
proper position, as well as problems navigating the northwest cor-
ner near Newfoundland. Problems with these currents leads to
strong cold and warm biases, depending on details of the simulated
currents.

All models exhibit a warm bias near the west coasts of the
American and African continents. This bias is possibly due to
poorly resolved coastal upwelling associated with the coarse grid
resolution. There may also be a contribution from errors in the
direction of near coastal winds. Note that due to the use of satellite
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radiation in Large and Yeager (2004), these warm biases are not
due to problems with simulated clouds.

In the Pacific, both the MPI and KNMI-MICOM simulations show
a distinct cool pattern in the central and eastern tropical Pacific,
with warming elsewhere in the basin. The cool patterns are notice-
ably larger than the other simulations. Indeed, all but FSU-HYCOM
show a characteristic slight cooling in the central equatorial Pacific.
FSU-HYCOM, in contrast, shows a slight warming extending from

South America, gradually becoming a slight cooling in the far wes-
tern equatorial Pacific.

As discussed in Section D.5 in the Appendix, the ocean salinity is
affected by the hydrological cycle associated with the prescribed
atmospheric state; the use of a salinity or fresh water restoring
term; and the presence of an overall normalisation to counteract
potentials for drift. Details of the choices made by the various mod-
els for handling these issues differ somewhat, thus prompting us to

Fig. 5. Globally averaged drift of the annual mean temperature (degrees C) as a function of depth (metres on vertical axis) and time (years on horizontal axis). This drift is
defined as Tdriftðz; tÞ ¼

P
xydxdydzðTmodel � Tann

initial

� �
=
P

xydxdydz
� �

, where Tann
initial is the annual mean from Conkright et al. (2002) and Steele et al. (2001), and

P
xy is a horizontal

sum. The upper 1500 m is expanded relative to the deeper ocean, in order to highlight the generally larger surface drifts. 0.5 �C coutours are drawn to better gauge the
magnitude of the drift.
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expect there to be some differences in the evolution of global mean
salinity (Section 5), horizontally averaged salinity (Section 6), and
SSS.

The NCAR-POP, FSU-HYCOM, and MPI simulations each use the
very weak salinity restoring, with a piston velocity of 50 m/4 years.
For MPI, this weak restoring allows for the development of a rather
salty surface bias in the Arctic, and generally fresh remainder of the
World Ocean. NCAR-POP has a smaller SSS anomalies, especially in

the tropical regions, though with noticeable fresh anomalies in the
high northern latitudes. The FSU-HYCOM and Kiel-ORCA simula-
tions both show strikingly small SSS anomalies. FSU-HYCOM uses
the same very weak salinity restoring as NCAR-POP and MPI
whereas Kiel-ORCA uses the relatively strong salinity restoring of
50 m/300days. For the FSU-HYCOM simulation, however, one
should note that this model is undergoing a rather large fresh trend
in the globally averaged time series of Fig. 4. So it is unclear

Fig. 6. Globally averaged drift of the annual mean salinity (psu) as a function of depth (metres on vertical axis) and time (years on horizontal axis). This drift is defined as
Sdriftðz; tÞ ¼

P
xydxdydzðSmodel � Sann

initial

� �
=
P

xydxdydz
� �

, where Sann
initial is the annual mean from Conkright et al. (2002) and Steele et al. (2001), and

P
xy is a horizontal sum. The

upper 1500 m is expanded relative to the deeper ocean, in order to highlight the generally larger surface drifts. 0.05 psu coutours are drawn to better gauge the magnitude of
the drift.
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whether this small SSS anomaly pattern is stationary. The GFDL-
MOM and GFDL-HIM simulations both show an overly salty SSS
in most locations, with GFDL-HIM having significantly larger
biases. Finally, the KNMI-MICOM simulation shows rather large
biases across the northern latitudes, with the Southern Hemi-
sphere maintaining modestly small biases.

8. Annual cycle at Ocean Weather Ship Echo

Analysis of the long-term adjustment behaviours seen in Sec-
tions 5–7 is complemented by an inspection of the annual cycle
of near-surface thermal properties. In general, the temporal rate
of change of ocean heat storage is balanced by the surface heat flux

Fig. 7. Anomalous SST (degrees C) for years 491–500 from the simulations relative to the analysis (shown in the top middle panel) of Conkright et al. (2002) outside the
Arctic, and Steele et al. (2001) in the Arctic.
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and the horizontal divergence of heat advection and diffusion in
the ocean. As suggested by theory (Gill and Niiler, 1973) and con-
firmed by model simulation (Sarmiento, 1986) and observations
(Hsiung et al., 1989), the seasonal cycle of heat content in the
mid-latitudes is mainly balanced by the local surface flux (in con-
trast to the tropical oceans where heat content change is governed
by transport divergence). A conspicuous deficiency of previous

generation models was a much too weak seasonal heat storage in
the mid-latitude regime (Sarmiento, 1986). Two critical factors
for improving the amplitude of the summer heat gain were noted
in model sensitivity studies: the surface heat flux formulation and
the parameterisation of vertical mixing in the surface bound-
ary layer (Böning and Herrmann, 1994). In this section, some
assessment regarding these factors is provided by comparing the

Fig. 8. Anomalous SSS (psu) for years 491–500 from the simulations relative to the analysis (shown in the top middle panel) of Conkright et al. (2002) outside the Arctic, and
Steele et al. (2001) in the Arctic.
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simulations of heat content and SST changes with climatological
data (Conkright et al. (2002); henceforth termed ‘‘Levitus”) for a
single site (Ocean Weather Ship (OWS) Echo at 35�N, 48�W) in
the subtropical North Atlantic. In Fig. 9, monthly values of these
quantities are diagnosed, defining hysteresis loops characterizing
the seasonal cycle for each model in relation to the data.

8.1. Descriptive comments

Temporal evolution of the hysteresis loop of seasonal heat stor-
age at OWS Echo is exemplified for one experiment in Fig. 9a. It
confirms a near-surface equilibration period of roughly 100 years
for the annual mean properties as suggested by the global mean
time series in Figs. 5 and 6. In contrast, the seasonal cycle of heat
content and SST is equilibrated more rapidly, within the first dec-
ades of integration, with little change after year 50. Accordingly,
due to the focus here on seasonal model behaviours for this diag-
nostic, depiction of the different model results in Fig. 9b and c is
provided for year 50. Given the possibility of remaining drifts of
various degrees at this stage, the model–model differences in the
annual mean properties have to be interpreted with some caution.
It is interesting to note, however, that all models except GFDL-HIM
have tended to drift towards a lower (on average, about 5%) heat
content during this initial spin-up phase. The influence of a specific
model choice is exemplified in Fig. 9b, by contrasting the MPI-con-
trol run (MPI-A) using a weak SSS relaxation (piston velocity of
50 m/4 years) with MPI-B using stronger SSS restoring (50 m/300
days; see Table 3).

FSU-HYCOM, which shows a relatively large deviation from Lev-
itus (Fig. 9c), has not equilibrated yet at year 50. The heat content
in this model presents both an oscillation and an increasing trend
with time, differing from Kiel-ORCA shown in Fig. 9a. In particular,
the annual mean heat content in FSU-HYCOM increases from
4390 �C-m at year 50 to 4482 �C-m at year 400.

The first aspect to be noted concerning the simulation of the
seasonal cycle is that the observed phase appears reasonably cap-
tured in all models, apart from slight differences in the month of
the minimum heat content during the winter. However, there are
some quantitative differences in the annual range of SST: in partic-
ular, with the exception of the MPI cases, all models fail to reach
the maximum summer temperatures, showing a cold bias during

August–September of 1 �C in the z-models, and even more in the
isopycnal models KNMI-MICOM and GFDL-HIM. The common
weakness in the summer heat gain across a host of models using
different mixed layer schemes, seems to suggest a problem with
the surface heat flux, e.g., a bias in the solar radiation during this
season.

8.2. Critical comments

The area encompassed by each model is a bit less than Conk-
right et al. (2002). The NCAR-POP and GFDL-MOM simulations
use the same mixed layer scheme from Large et al. (1994) with clo-
sely analogous choices for the mixing options in the scheme. This
agreement in mixed layer schemes may account for the agreement
in model behaviour, in which both simulations show less heat con-
tent than seen in the observations. FSU-HYCOM also employs the
mixed layer scheme from Large et al. (1994), but shows a shift in
heat content. The reason for this shift is currently under investiga-
tion. Although the GFDL-HIM and KNMI-MICOM simulations are
both isopycnal models, they exhibit a shift in heat content relative
to one another, likely due to differences in the formulation of their
respective bulk mixed layer schemes (see Section A.4 for discus-
sion of the mixed layer schemes in the two isopycnal models).

In general, the spread in model results may indicate that forcing
may not be the only problem with the simulations.

9. Sea ice concentrations

High-latitude processes, including the distribution and strength
of convective areas and the seasonal cycle of polar sea ice cover, are
among the most challenging aspects of the climate system to accu-
rately simulate. In particular, these aspects are very sensitive to the
choice of atmospheric boundary conditions and model configura-
tions, as emphasized by Proshutinsky et al. (2001) for AOMIP. A de-
tailed examination of the parameter sensitivities encountered in
the host of CORE experiments performed is beyond the scope of
this paper. Hence, we restrict the following presentation to gross
properties of the sea ice simulations.

Although both sea ice concentration (area of sea ice per grid cell
area) and thickness are needed to determine the heat and water
content of the ice, only the concentration is analysed, because

a b c

Fig. 9. Monthly values of the heat content (vertically integrated temperature) over the upper 250 m versus sea surface temperature taken at Ocean Weathership Echo (48�W,
35�N). The Conkright et al. (2002) climatology (termed ‘‘Levitus” in this figure) is shown as the dashed curve in each panel. Panel (a) time evolution in Kiel-ORCA taken at
selected years during the 500 year spin-up; Panels (b) and (c): comparison of various models at simulation year 50. Note that there are two contributions from MPI: the solid
line is the control MPI-A simulation, which uses a piston velocity of 50 m/4 years for salinity restoring; the dashed line is for the MPI-B, which uses the stronger piston
velocity 50 m/300 days.
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more observations are available for comparison. Sea ice concentra-
tion reflects the effects of dynamic and thermodynamic processes,
originating in the ocean-sea ice system and in the atmosphere.
Thus, sea ice concentration is a good diagnostic of the models’ abil-
ity to reproduce near surface processes in high latitudes. Recently,
sea ice concentration has been examined for AOMIP ocean-sea ice
models by Johnson et al. (2007) and for coupled climate models by
Zhang and Walsh (2006). Additional literature regarding the inter-
annual and long-term variability of sea ice concentration and the
quality of the observations can be found there. Recent model–
model and model-observation comparisons for sea ice thickness
and sea ice drift can be found in Gerdes and Köberle (2007) and
Martin and Gerdes (2007), respectively.

Fig. 10 shows the temporal evolution of the annual mean sea ice
area in both hemispheres. The stability of the northern sea ice area,
despite relatively large changes in the large scale oceanic flow (see
for instance Fig. 25), indicates that with prescribed atmospheric
conditions, the oceanic heat transport into the Arctic has little im-
pact on the sea ice properties. The pace of adjustment in integral
sea ice measures is far less rapid in the Antarctic, with its huge sea-
sonal cycle, than in the Arctic.

The KNMI-MICOM simulation has roughly half the sea ice of
other models in both hemispheres, and it displays a steady recov-
ery trend in the Southern Hemisphere following a rapid adjust-
ment to near zero ice following initialisation. For the other
models, sea ice area and extent are more similar, although the
GFDL-HIM and MPI simulations show far more variability in South-
ern Hemisphere sea ice than the other models, with GFDL-HIM fail-
ing to reach a steady state. In both hemispheres, all models, except
KNMI-MICOM, produce sea ice areas on the order of 1013m2, which
compares well to the data for sea ice extent given by Comiso (1999
(updated 2005)) and Cavalieri et al. (2003).

Fig. 11 maps the ice concentration in March (month of observed
largest Northern Hemisphere sea ice coverage), and Fig. 12 shows
the same for September (month of observed largest Southern
Hemisphere sea ice coverage). We compare simulated results to
the satellite sea ice concentration climatology over years 1979–
2004 compiled by Comiso (1999 (updated 2005)).

For the wintertime Northern Hemisphere (March), all models
show a sizable coverage across the Arctic, with modest differences
in the southern extent of the sea ice into the subpolar North Atlan-
tic and North Pacific. Likewise, the wintertime Southern Hemi-
sphere (September) simulations are reasonably close to the
observations in the gross sense, with the exception of the KNMI-
MICOM simulation, which shows a relatively small ice area. In gen-
eral, the KNMI-MICOM simulation has the least amount of ice,
nearly losing its summertime Arctic and summertime Antarctic
ice areas. It is unclear what prompts the KNMI-MICOM simulation
to produce such a small amount of sea ice in both hemispheres.
This result is consistent, however, with the broadly warm SSTs in
the Southern Hemisphere (Fig. 7), though the Northern Hemi-
sphere SST shows a far smaller bias. The remaining models are able
to maintain a nonzero southern summertime ice area, though gen-
erally a bit smaller than the observations, and with some variabil-
ity amongst the simulations. Likewise, the summertime Northern
Hemisphere simulations show a rather broad spread, with KNMI-
MICOM and NCAR-POP showing less ice than observed, and MPI
showing more sea ice than observations.

There are considerable differences in summertime Northern
Hemisphere sea ice coverage from the observations, as determined
from passive microwave sea ice concentration data (e.g., Johnson
et al., 2007). Nonetheless, the pronounced summertime sea ice
concentration differences among the models is significant. In gen-
eral, all models show too little summertime sea ice in the Eurasian
Arctic compared to the (Comiso, 1999 (updated 2005)) data.

10. Tropical Pacific

Realistic ocean simulations in the Tropical Pacific are important
for coupled ocean atmosphere simulations of El Niño Southern
Oscillations (ENSO) (Latif et al., 1998). Integrity of the simulation
is dependent especially on the wind stress and the ability to main-
tain a tight thermocline, with the latter dependent on vertical mix-
ing (Meehl et al., 2001) as well as horizontal friction.

For comparison with observed hydrography and currents at the
equator, we employ the isopycnal analysis of Johnson et al. (2002).
It is based on measurements of zonal velocity, temperature, and
salinity from 172 meridional sections taken mostly in the 1990s
from 143�E to 95�W in the Tropical Pacific. This analysis preserves
pycnocline structure across the equator where isopycnals and iso-
therms dome above the Equatorial Undercurrent (EUC) and slump
below (Wyrtki and Kilonsky, 1984). This temperature structure re-
sults in a thermocline with tighter vertical gradient just off the
equator than at the equator.

10.1. Descriptive comments

Time series for the zonal transport in the equatorial undercur-
rent (not shown) reveal that the spin-up for the equatorial current
occurs within a few decades. Temperature and zonal current re-
main qualitatively similar at year 50 to those towards the end of
the simulation (not shown).

Fig. 13 shows the annual mean equatorial upper ocean temper-
ature from the observations of Johnson et al. (2002), as well as re-
sults from the model simulations averaged over years 491–500.
The KNMI-MICOM simulation exhibits very cold water towards
the bottom of the thermocline and very warm water in the upper
ocean mixed layer in the west Pacific, with temperature range
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Fig. 10. Time series for the annual mean sea ice area (in units of 1012m2) for the
Northern Hemisphere (top) and Southern Hemisphere (bottom). The hemispheric
ice area depicts the area of a grid box multiplied by the ice concentration (area of ice
cover per area of grid box), and summed over each hemisphere. The vertical axes
are the same, thus facilitating a direct comparison between hemispheres. For
comparison, the climatological (years 1979–1999) annual means from the obser-
vational analysis of Comiso (1999 (updated 2005)) are � 1013m2 for each
hemisphere.
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going beyond the scale of the other models. The FSU-HYCOM sim-
ulation shows far too deep and eastward penetration of the wes-
tern warm pool, thus suppressing the eastern shoaling of the
thermocline. The other models show very similar profiles for the
thermocline that agree fairly well to the observations, with the
exception of somewhat too uniform and deep western warm pool
in the simulations.

We garner a complementary picture by focusing on the SST er-
rors to the tropical Pacific. As noted in the global SST bias map of
Fig. 7, all models show too much warming off the west coast of
South America, perhaps due to lack of resolution required for rep-
resentation of coastal upwelling, and perhaps due to problems
with the prescribed atmospheric state. Additionally, all models
show overly cool waters in the central to eastern portion of the

Fig. 11. Sea ice concentration (area of sea ice per grid cell area) in March (month of maximum observed Northern Hemisphere sea ice coverage), averaged over years 491–500
in the CORE-I simulations, as well as the observations taken from Comiso (1999 (updated 2005)).
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Pacific, with the MPI and KNMI-MICOM simulations especially
cold. KNMI-MICOM is overly warm in the Maritime Continent re-
gions of the west Pacific, thus creating a huge zonal SST difference
relative to observations. The MPI and Kiel-ORCA simulations are
also warm outside the cold tongue region, but less so than
KNMI-MICOM. The GFDL-MOM, GFDL-HIM, and NCAR-POP simula-

tions show similar error patterns with generally smaller amplitude
than the remaining models.

Fig. 14 shows the zonal current along the equator from Johnson
et al. (2002). Its strength peaks just above 1ms�1. The previous
class of global IPCC models had very sluggish currents, with speeds
slower by factors of two or three. As shown in this figure, most of

Fig. 12. Sea ice concentration (area sea ice per area grid cell) in September (month of the maximum observed Southern Hemisphere sea ice coverage), averaged over years
491–500 in the CORE-I simulations, as well as the observations taken from Comiso (1999 (updated 2005)).
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the models in the present study have simulated undercurrent
speeds approaching, or exceeding, 1ms�1. The two exceptions are
the MPI and FSU-HYCOM simulations, which show very weak
undercurrents.

10.2. Critical comments

The weak undercurrents in the MPI and FSU-HYCOM simula-
tions may stem from differing model limitations. For MPI, the

simulation is apparently handicapped by its coarse meridional
resolution (coarser than 1.7� in the Tropical Pacific). While the
core velocities are too low, the integrated transport of about
50 Sv is in the range of observations. Moreover, initial results
(not shown) from a new model version with 0.4� global resolu-
tion reveal maximum undercurrent velocities of well above
1ms�1.

For the FSU-HYCOM simulation, problems representing the
undercurrent, tropical thermocline and mixed layer (Fig. 13) are

Fig. 13. The upper ocean temperature on the equator in the Pacific, with model results from a time mean over years 491–500 of the simulation. (top panel) Observed
temperature from Johnson et al. (2002). Remaining panels are from the simulations. Note that the choppy KNMI-MICOM field near the surface arises from the remapping from
density to depth space.
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mainly induced by the large critical Richardson number in the KPP
scheme for the calculation of the upper boundary layer thickness.
The value used here (0.45) is also used in finer horizontal resolu-
tion HYCOM runs, and this led to very large vertical mixing in
the upper ocean. A reduction of the critical Richardson number
to 0.25 increased maximum speeds of the undercurrent to 0.7 m/
s, and improved the simulation of the tropical thermocline and
mixed layer (not shown).

All the models display too much near surface westward flow in
the east. A likely contributor is the wind direction bias relative to

QSCAT, which suggests that the wind stress should be more
cross-equator, and hence less westward. Adjustments for this bias
are made in version 2 of the CORE interannual forcing (Large and
Yeager, 2008).

The thermal stratification in the eastern Pacific is poor in all
models (Fig. 13), with too sharp, too shallow thermocine above
50 m depth, and too thin layer between 12 and 14 C, with the
exception of the too thick layer in MPI. Problems with the eastern
termination of the Equatorial Undercurrent are also evident in the
velocity fields of Fig. 14.

Fig. 14. The upper ocean zonal velocity component on the equator in the Pacific. The model results are time mean over years 491–500 of the simulations. (top panel)
Observed zonal velocity component from Johnson et al. (2002).
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11. Mixed layer depths

The surface mixed layer is deepened by wind-driven mixing
processes, Ekman-induced subduction, and convective overturn
of gravitationally unstable water columns. It is the latter process
that is particularly important in the formation of Subantarctic
Mode Water (SAMW), North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW), and
High Salinity Shelf Water around Antarctica. The mixed layer depth
(MLD) attained in late winter is thus a crucial model diagnostic, as
it reflects the depth of rapid overturn of surface waters, which is
intimately related to water-mass formation and the regulation of
global climate via the air-sea exchange of heat, freshwater, and
CO2.

In Section D.6 of the Appendix, we detail issues involved with
evaluating the mixed layer depth in an ocean model. In particular,
we note that the models used in this study do not compute the
mixed layer with the same algorithm. Hence, some of the differ-
ences can be explained by different methodology, though many
differences are large enough to be robust.

11.1. Observed mixed layer depth

The observed estimate of MLD (Fig. 15a) is derived from a long-
term monthly mean climatology of h� S (described below). This
approach potentially underestimates the observed decade-long
maximum MLD as it (1) ignores interannual variability in the con-
vective mixed layer, (2) derives MLD from a somewhat horizontally
smoothed h� S field, and (3) can be based on under-sampled win-
tertime hydrography. However, alternate estimates, such as using
raw Argo and WOCE data, do not provide a complete global cover-
age of mixed layer depth. Where data permitted, we compared the
patterns of MLD obtained using raw and climatological h� S. In
general, both yield similar patterns of MLD, only with shallower
mixed layers in the climatologically-derived estimates in the far
North Atlantic and Labrador Sea.

A critical MLD benchmark is the distribution of maximum
depths of mixing attained during an annual cycle. This depth
influences the rate of uptake of anthropogenic CO2 and the vig-
our of the ocean thermohaline circulation. It also marks the
genesis of oceanic ventilation of thermocline (Stommel, 1979;
Williams et al., 1995) and mode waters (McCartney, 1977). An
estimate of the observed distribution of maximum MLD is
shown in Fig. 15a. This estimate is derived from the World
Ocean Atlas 2005 (WOA05) data set (Locarnini, 2006; Antonov
et al., 2006), based on monthly mean density. The WOA05 data-
set includes Argo data recorded up until the end of 2005. The
mixed layer depth h is calculated as the depth where the buoy-
ancy difference DB between the surface and h is 0:0003ms�2.
Here, DB ¼ gð1� r0=rhÞ, where r is potential density. Data cov-
erage is too sparse to derive the maximum MLD from anything
shorter than a monthly coverage of global density, whereas in
model simulations the MLD can be diagnosed at each model
timestep. The potential errors arising from deriving the maxi-
mum MLD from a monthly climatology of h� S were itemized
above. Generally speaking, the fields shown in Fig. 15a should
be viewed as a large-scale estimate of the horizontal variations
in global mixed layer depth, with highest values obtained in the
formation regions for SAMW, NADW, and High Salinity Shelf
Water around Antarctica.

11.2. Descriptive comments

In the observed analysis, deep winter mixed layers dominate
the subpolar North Atlantic Ocean associated with NADW over-
turning. There is also a band of deep mixed layers or ‘pycnostads’
associated with SAMW, extending along much of the northern

flank of the Antarctica Circumpolar Current (ACC) in the Indian
and Pacific Oceans. Adjacent to Antarctica, particularly in the Wed-
dell Sea, there is also evidence of deep mixed layers associated
with the formation of High Salinity Shelf Water and, eventually,
Antarctic Bottom Water. Only modest mixed layer depths are
observed over much of the remainder of the global ocean (of the
order of 50–100 m, consistent with typical open ocean wind-
driven mixed layer depth).

All models, except KNMI-MICOM, simulate a band of deep
mixed layers associated with SubAntarctic Mode Water (SAMW),
although in GFDL-HIM these mixed layers are only seen in the In-
dian Ocean and south of Australia. In FSU-HYCOM and MPI, the
SAMW pycnostads are generally too broad and deep. To the south,
many of the models simulate very deep mixed layers in the Wed-
dell gyre, in contrast to observations where MLD is generally shal-
low within the gyre, and deep at its southern edges. Deep mixed
layers are limited to the Antarctic margin in the Ross Sea in the
observed and most of the models, apart from the two GFDL simu-
lations and MPI, wherein deep mixed layers are simulated within
the polar gyres. In the North Atlantic all models capture a reason-
ably good mixed layer field, apart from KNMI-MICOM where the
MLD seems chronically too shallow over all regions of water-mass
formation. Overall, the NCAR-POP and Kiel-ORCA simulations yield
the best general agreement with the observed estimate of maxi-
mum MLD.

11.3. Critical comments

The model–model comparison for MLD is complicated by the
fact that each simulation uses a slightly different diagnostic meth-
od for calculating the depth of the mixed layer (see Section D.6 in
the Appendix). Ideally in a comparison study such as this, a method
for diagnosing the surface mixed layer depth is agreed prior to
experimentation, so that a meaningful model–model analysis can
be made.

The two isopycnal models GFDL-HIM and KNMI-MICOM report
the thickness of the layer with active surface wind and buoyancy
induced turbulence, with markedly different fields for the two sim-
ulations. The KNMI-MICOM underestimates the MLD in all key
areas of water-mass formation, leaving its ocean interior poorly
ventilated from surface waters, and therefore too cold and fresh
(Section 12). In contrast, GFDL-HIM has relatively deep Southern
Ocean and North Atlantic mixed layer depths, creating a much
more ventilated simulation than KNMI-MICOM.

Among the z-level models, significant differences in simu-
lated MLD are also noted. The GFDL-MOM and NCAR-POP sim-
ulations employ the same mixed layer scheme from Large et al.
(1994). Hence, there is likely another reason explaining their
differences, with treatment of the neutral physics scheme (Gent
and McWilliams, 1990) perhaps the main reason. As docu-
mented in Table 6 (Section D.3), GFDL-MOM chooses a spatially
dependent diffusivity which is a maximum of around 600m2s�1

in the centre of the ACC, and reduces to nearly 100� 200m2s�1

outside the main region of strong baroclinicity (Griffies et al.,
2005, Fig. 14 of). NCAR-POP, in contrast, uses the larger value
of 600m2s�1 globally. Additionally, GFDL-MOM chooses to begin
tapering the neutral fluxes with a neutral slope of 1/500 (Gna-
nadesikan et al., 2007), whereas NCAR-POP extends their fluxes
untapered until a slope of 3/10 (Danabasoglu et al., 2008). Both
the diffusivity and slope maximum differences provide a stron-
ger tendency from Gent and McWilliams (1990) in NCAR-POP
to relax the neutral slopes, thus shoaling the mixed layers,
relative to GFDL-MOM. Recent tests with the GFDL-MOM
coupled climate model indicate that the mixed layer in the
Weddell Sea is significantly reduced by allowing for a larger
maximum slope.
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12. Zonal average potential temperature and salinity

One of the most widely assessed benchmarks of ocean model
performance is the distribution of global ocean potential tempera-
ture and salinity ðh� SÞ in the latitude and depth plane. There are
several reasons that this diagnostic is popular. Foremost, the way

heat and salt are distributed with latitude and depth is directly
set by the global thermohaline and wind-driven circulation,
reflecting the rate and properties of large-scale water-mass venti-
lation. Water-mass overturning rates are themselves intimately
tied to important climate related quantities such as oceanic carbon
uptake and the poleward transport of heat and freshwater.

Fig. 15. This figure maps the maximum mixed layer depths during simulation years 491–500, as well as an approximation to that found in Nature. That is, for the simulations,
at each horizontal grid point, the maximum mixed layer depth is found during years 491–500 for either the instantaneous mixed layer depth (NCAR-POP) or the monthly
averaged mixed layer depth (remaining models). Definition of the mixed layer for the models and observations differ somewhat, with details provided in the text.
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Whereas poleward property transports and the processes directly
tied to water-mass formation (e.g., convective overturning, mixing,
and downslope gravity currents) are extremely difficult to measure
directly, the global zonal-mean climatology of oceanic h� S is well
constrained by measurements. This situation arises from the dec-
ades of hydrographic surveys, including those associated with
the World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE), as well as the
slow overturning rates in the intermediate, mid depth and abyssal
oceans. Modellers thus tend to rely on the traditional hydrographic
parameters ðh� SÞ to provide a means for assessment of the water-
mass formation processes operating in global models. England and
Maier-Reimer (2001) show that CFCs and radiocarbon can equally
be used in this context.

12.1. Descriptive comments

A comparison between the global zonal-mean anomalous h
and S in the CORE simulations is presented in Figs. 16 and 17,
respectively. The model minus observed fields are derived taking
an average in the simulations during years 491–500. While 500
years is much shorter than the equilibration time of the mid
depth oceans (e.g., England, 1995; Stouffer, 2004), it is sufficient
to reveal significant model drift away from the observed mean
h� S.

The NCAR-POP, GFDL-MOM, and MPI simulations are generally
too warm and saline at 500–1000 m depth, and contain warm deep
anomalies in the North Atlantic. GFDL-HIM and FSU-HYCOM show
notable warm anomalies in the sub-surface tropical oceans. Below
1000 m, GFDL-HIM and KNMI-MICOM exhibit warm anomalies in
the deep water formation regions around 70�N, but significant
cooling elsewhere. The Kiel-ORCA simulation shows weaker anom-
alous temperature patterns, whereas the KNMI-MICOM simulation
is generally cold throughout the ocean interior, and very cold in the
upper tropical and mid-latitude ocean, suggestive of overly vigor-
ous upwelling into these regions. The zonal biases in salinity for
NCAR-POP, GFDL-MOM, GFDL-HIM, and MPI show generally too
much salt in the upper ocean and penetrating into the deep North
Atlantic, and fresh anomalies below about 3000 m depth. Notable
errors in model h, S are apparent in most models in the AAIW re-
gion. Overall, the Kiel-ORCA simulation shows the weakest bias
in the interior h� S.

12.2. Critical comments

Errors in model simulations of global ocean h� S result from at
least one of the following problems:

– Erroneous surface h� S,
– Spurious rates of ocean overturning within the surface mixed

layer,
– Incorrect interior ocean circulation and tracer advection,
– Unrealistic simulated interior mixing processes.

Errors in surface h� S may be a result of incorrect air-sea heat
and freshwater fluxes, errors in surface circulation and mixing, or
a combination. Thus, the diagnosis of simulated subsurface h� S
against observations can be ambiguous: errors may be symptom-
atic of any number of problems in ocean model forcing, circulation
and/or subgrid-scale physics. Additionally, differences between
models may also arise from the varying forms of surface salinity
restoring. As many of the coupled ocean-ice models agree with
the observed zonal average h� S to within ±1 �C and ±.2 psu over
the majority of the latitude-depth plane, we suggest that as a per-
formance standard, other models should also be expected to meet
these limits, with differences outside the ranges ±2 �C and ±.4 psu
confined to only a few isolated regions.

The erroneous heat and salt content localized near 60–70�N in
some of the simulations suggest overly rapid surface overturn in
this region. An analysis of the GFDL-MOM simulated mixed layer
depth confirms this (Fig. 15), with a broad region of deep overturn
just north of 60�N. The deep wintertime mixed layers in the North
Atlantic may be related to erroneous surface h� S and/or to inte-
rior mixing errors in regions of steeply sloped isopycnals. In con-
trast, the spuriously fresh salinities in northern regions of the
Kiel-ORCA and KNMI-MICOM simulations are symptomatic of their
relatively weak meridional overturning circulation (MOC) (Section
15) and shallow North Atlantic mixed layers (Fig. 15).

Apart from differences in model versus observed h� S originat-
ing in the North Atlantic, Figs. 16 and 17 also reveal large-scale dis-
crepancies in Southern Ocean water-mass properties. All but the
NCAR-POP and Kiel-ORCA simulations exhibit Antarctic Bottom
Water (AABW) signatures that are too cold, and all appear too
fresh, with NCAR-POP showing the least bias. Antarctic Intermedi-
ate Water (AAIW) is for the most part too warm and saline, with
Kiel-ORCA and KNMI-MICOM showing somewhat smaller salt
anomalies than the other simulations. These biases exist despite
the fact that many of the models appear to capture reasonable
rates for AABW overturn (�10 Sv; Fig. 24), and none exhibit exces-
sive mixed layer depths near regions of Subantarctic Mode Water
formation (Fig. 15), a classical reason for warm saline AAIW in
models (Danabasoglu et al., 1994; England, 1995). Danabasoglu
and Marshall (2007) provide an updated discussion of sensitivity
of AABW to mesoscale eddy parameterisations.

A possible cause for the cold and fresh AABW in the simulations
is that the crude corrections of the NCEP surface air temperature
surrounding Antarctica in the Large and Yeager (2004) dataset
(see their Section 5.3) are insufficient. Another cause may be the
inability of the models to simulate narrow bands of convection
over the Antarctic continental shelf (see Fig. 15). Some of the mod-
els (GFDL-MOM, GFDL-HIM, and FSU-HYCOM) instead simulate
large-scale regions of deep mixed layers in the central Weddell
Gyre, in contrast to the observations (Fig. 15a). This region is spu-
riously ice free during late summer, meaning fresher sea surface
salinities than observed (Fig. 8), and greater air sea heat loss on
the annual mean. This thermohaline forcing causes deep open
ocean convection in the region, spiking AABW with erroneously
cold and fresh waters. In addition, for the Kiel-ORCA and KNMI-MI-
COM simulations, their weak NADW leaves the mid-depth South-
ern Ocean, and in particular Circumpolar Deep Water, too cold
and fresh. The warm saline AAIW in contrast is possibly a result
of incorrect subduction and/or isopycnal mixing rates in the region.
However, given that this bias features in nearly all of the simula-
tions, it suggests there to be biases in the surface forcing. We refer
the reader to Russell et al. (2006) who provide a framework for
understanding Southern Ocean simulations in fully coupled cli-
mate models.

13. Volume transport through Drake Passage

Vertically integrated volume transport of seawater through
selected regions of the ocean provide modellers with an impor-
tant benchmark to evaluate the integrity of simulated water-
masses and ocean currents, as well as the boundary forcing
impacting the transport.5 In this section, we display results for
the Drake Passage transport, which measures the zonal flow

5 Note that the MICOM and HYCOM codes used by KNMI-MICOM and FSU-HYCOM
are based on the non-Boussinesq dynamics, in which mass transport is appropriate
rather than volume transport. All other models are Boussinesq. To facilitate
comparison between simulations, we chose to quote volume transport. Differences
in transport resulting from considering the distinction between mass and volume are
inconsequential in view of the magnitude of the inter-model differences.
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through the smallest latitudinal extent of the Antarctic Circumpo-
lar Current (ACC). Drake Passage transport has been measured
using various methods, with a low value around 100 Sv from Orsi
et al. (1995) and high value of 135 Sv from Cunningham et al.

(2003).Whitworth (1983) and Whitworth and Peterson (1985) give
134 ± 13 Sv, with at least some of the models respecting this value.

The Drake Passage transport is a strong function of the winds,
baroclinicity across the ACC, and buoyancy forcing e.g., (Hallberg

Fig. 16. Anomalous zonal-mean decadal mean (years 491–500) potential temperature. Shown are the model results minus the analysis (shown in the top panel) of Conkright
et al. (2002) for all but the Arctic, and Steele et al. (2001) for the Arctic. The upper 1500 m is expanded in order to highlight the larger drifts in the upper ocean.
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and Gnanadesikan, 2006) and references therein. It is thus very dif-
ficult to determine the causes of model inaccuracies in simulating
this transport. Nonetheless, comparing the simulated transports
between the models provides a useful diagnostic for this critical
part of the ocean climate system (Russell et al., 2006).

13.1. Descriptive comments

Fig. 18 shows the time series for annual mean Drake Passage
transport from the CORE simulations. The transport in the KNMI-MI-
COM simulation rapidly dives toward a very small value, reaching

Fig. 17. Anomalous zonal-mean decadal mean (years 491–500) salinity. Shown are the model results minus the analysis (shown in the top panel) of Conkright et al. (2002) for
all but the Arctic, and Steele et al. (2001) for the Arctic. The upper 1500 m is expanded in order to highlight the larger drifts in the upper ocean.
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about 25 Sv after 500 years. The GFDL-HIM simulation also has a
decreasing trend, though reaches a steady state of roughly 75 Sv
after 500 years. Each of the other models reach stronger steady
states somewhat sooner. NCAR-POP, FSU-HYCOM, GFDL-MOM,
and Kiel-ORCA have values between 135 Sv and 150 Sv, which is
on the high side of measurements. FSU-HYCOM is still showing a
trend after 500 years. The MPI transport simulated by the experi-
ment with weak restoring is relatively high and exhibits variability
around a mean of roughly 180 Sv. The corresponding transport from
the strong-restoring experiment is 135 Sv and quite stable. This
comparison and results from GFDL-MOM and Kiel-ORCA using weak
salinity restoring with piston velocity of 50 m/4years are presented
in Sections 16.1 and 16.2, and these two both show nonstationary
behaviour. So it is only the NCAR-POP simulation that exhibits rela-
tively stationary behaviour for the Drake Passage transport with the
weak 50 m/4years piston velocity.

13.2. Critical comments

Gent etal. (2001) discuss factors that set the mean Drake Passage
volume transport in numerical ocean models, including those cou-
pled to a sea-ice model. Russell et al. (2006) present an analysis of
the ACC transport in coupled climate models. In general, there is a
strong dependency (order 100 Sv) on model parameters and topog-
raphy. Together with a dependency on the thermohaline circulation
off the Antarctic shelf, and hence on the sea-ice model, these are the
probable contributors to the large spread in Fig. 18. More consistent
model results would be expected if these factors were made more
similar across models (e.g., use the same topography and sea ice
model). There is also a strong dependency of the transport on the
wind driven meridional Ekman transport, but with common wind
forcing this aspect should be similar in all models.

14. Poleward heat transport

Poleward heat transport by the climate system is a response in
the atmosphere and ocean to differential solar heating, with more
warming in the tropics than the poles (Peixoto and Oort, 1992). In

contrast to the atmosphere, ocean heat transport is greatly modi-
fied by meridional land-sea boundaries. It is critical for climate
models to have a partitioning of poleward transport that is well
distributed between the atmosphere and ocean in order for the
model to maintain a relatively stable climate state under steady so-
lar forcing (Weaver and Hughes, 1996; Gordon et al., 2000).

In Section D.2 of the Appendix we detail the fundamental issues
involved with computing the implied heat transport, based on sur-
face ocean heat fluxes. In this section, we discuss methods for
determining implied heat transports from estimates of the surface
turbulent and radiative heat fluxes. There are many uncertainties
in this calculation. We then compare these results to the direct
measurements of ocean heat transport from the CORE simulations.

14.1. Heat transports from observations and reanalysis

Determining which atmospheric product to use for computing
the implied heat transport remains a subject of some discussion
in the literature (e.g., Taylor, 2000). We present two results. The
first is taken from Trenberth and Caron (2001), who estimate heat
fluxes over a 50 month period starting in February 1985. The heat
fluxes are computed as a residual between two much larger terms:
top of atmosphere radiation and estimates of atmospheric heat
transport divergence based on reanalyis data. Implied ocean heat
transports are derived only after forcing a global balance by assum-
ing transports at 65�N and 68�S, and adding excess heating to one
or more of the Southern Ocean basins. The result from NCEP
reanalysis, presented in Fig. 19, is typically 0.5 PW greater than
derived from ERA-15. Hence, this implied transport is not a target
model simulations should necessarily aim to reproduce closely.

The second implied heat transport is computed by running the
normal year forcing (NYF) from Large and Yeager (2004) over the
SST provided by Hurrell et al. (in press).6 Although ice-ocean heat
fluxes are neglected, we provide further discussion of this second
calculation using the NYF, because there are ambiguities, that do
not arise when determining an implied heat transport from the
interannually varying ‘‘observations”.

Notably, when running the NYF atmospheric state over the Hur-
rell et al. (in press) SSTs in years 1958–2000, the global ocean feels
a net annual mean surface turbulent plus radiative heat flux shown
in Fig. 20. There is a very large range in the interannual global
mean heat imbalance, although the 43-year mean imbalance is
only �0:55Wm�2. This range in net heat flux is much larger for
the normal year state variables than for interannually-varying
state variables (see Large and Yeager (2004), Fig. 31). Herein lies
a major source of difficulty in computing an implied heat transport
for the NYF. It arises because the natural correlations between SST
and the overlying atmospheric state are lost when the NYF is put
above the SST from any particular year.

The differences in net surface heat flux year to year are concen-
trated in tropical, western boundary current, and ice edge regions.
It is in these regions where the loss of correlation between SST and
the NYF atmospheric state are most serious. To generate implied
heat transports, the global imbalances are subtracted uniformly
over the ocean. This procedure presents a large (erroneous) redis-
tribution of heat flux for years where the imbalance is large. Also, it
is ambiguous in that confining the redistribution to the Southern
Hemisphere, as in Trenberth and Caron (2001), would significantly
change the result. Thus, it is unclear what annual cycle of SST is
appropriate for pairing with the Normal Year for computing ex-
pected fluxes and the heat transport diagnostic. Perhaps the an-
swer is an SST which generates a small (or slightly positive)

6 These SSTs are based on a merge of an SST analyses of satellite and in situ data
(Reynolds et al., 2002) starting in 1982, with historical SSTs reconstructed from ship
observations beginning in 1871 (Rayner et al., 2003).
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global annual heating, which we assume to be the case in Nature
for the last half of the 20th century due to anthropogenic global
warming. A further criteria would be an implied transport distribu-
tion similar to the interannually varying forcing, because this
would suggest a reasonable correlation between SST and the NYF
atmosphere.

We present four variations on the net implied heat flux com-
puted from the Large and Yeager (2004) NYF over the 43 years of
Hurrell et al. (in press) SST. First, at each latitude a 43-year mean
for the heat transport is computed. Although no single year realizes
this mean implied heat transport, it provides a guide to the implied
transport that may be expected from the ocean-ice simulations.
Fig. 21 shows this result. Then, instead of using the full 43 years,
we segregate the 43 years according to the level of global annual
heat imbalance:

– (a) Years with imbalance less than �1Wm�2 (20 years);
– (b) Years with imbalance greater than 1W m�2 (15 years);
– (c) Years with imbalance between �1Wm�2 and 1Wm�2 (8

years).

The resulting plots in Fig. 21 show that case (c) agrees well with
the interannually varying forcing result, case (b) has the best
agreement with the Trenberth and Caron (2001) results in
Fig. 19, and case (a) generates the least agreement with both.

This analysis illustrates the extreme level of ambiguity associ-
ated with comparing CORE NYF implied heat transport with
observations. Fortunately, model to model comparison is straight-
forward. Without doubt, reasonable alternative assumptions can
lead to different results in what to expect from a model forced with
NYF. In general, it is difficult to partition model and forcing error,
but this is more of a problem with NYF, than when the forcing
varies interannually.

14.2. Model results

Fig. 22 shows the northward global heat transport averaged
over simulation years 491–500. Note that MPI and KNMI-MICOM
report the implied transports computed from the time integrated
net radiative and turbulent heat flux. All other models report the
heat transport computed directly from the ocean transport.

MPI shows the greatest transport in the subtropical regions of
both hemispheres, with values in the north nearing 2 PW and
1.5 PW in the south. All models except KNMI-MICOM are generally
in agreement with one another, each showing roughly 1.5 PW
maximum transport in the Northern Hemisphere, with GFDL-
HIM simulation showing the most poleward transport in the
Southern Hemisphere. The Kiel-ORCA simulation is somewhat
weaker in the north, though with a sizable poleward transport in
the south. Finally, the KNMI-MICOM simulation is an outlier, with
less than 1 PW in the north and nearly 3 PW poleward transport in
the south. The reason for this large southward transport is un-
known, but it is notable that this model has a huge drift in
water-mass properties (Sections 5 and 6), which likely affects the
model’s ability to produce a realistic heat transport.
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The NCAR-POP, GFDL-MOM, and GFDL-HIM transport most clo-
sely resembles the NYF implied transport computed with years
seeing an imbalance between �1Wm�2 and 1Wm�2 (see Fig. 21).

Tropical heating, as measured by the difference in northward
heat transport between 20�N and 20�S, ranges from about 2.3 to
3.5 PW over the models. This range is bracketed by the values of
2.0 and 3.5 PW given, respectively, from the CORE interannually
varying forcing of Large and Yeager (2004) and from Trenberth
and Caron (2001). The fluxes from both imply that about 1 PW
more of this tropical heating is lost to the north (1.7–2.2 PW) than
to the south (0.3–1.3 PW). In this regard the models are inconsis-
tent. Only NCAR-POP and GFDL-MOM are in good agreement, while
GFDL-HIM and MPI only lose about 0.3 PW more to the north. More
heat is lost to the south by Kiel-ORCA, FSU-HYCOM and KNMI-MI-
COM. All curves of Fig. 22, except FSU-HYCOM and KNMI-MICOM,
indicate some heating in the vicinity of 50S. Except for GFDL-HIM,
this heating is within 0.3 PW of balancing all the heat lost farther
south.

15. Meridional overturning streamfunction

The meridional overturning streamfunction diagnoses the
transport of volume or mass, and it is commonly used to summa-
rise various features of the large scale circulation, particularly the
effects from thermohaline forcing. In Section D.1 in the Appendix,
we detail methods for how this streamfunction is computed in the
models. Here, we present results from the CORE-I simulations.

15.1. Descriptive comments

The thermohaline circulation is most active in the North Atlan-
tic and the Southern Ocean. We thus find it convenient to examine
the former in the Atlantic MOC streamfunction (Fig. 23) and the
latter in the global streamfunction (Fig. 24), where each is time
averaged over years 491–500 of the simulations. Additionally,
Fig. 25 shows the time series for the maximum of the North Atlan-
tic streamfunction at 45�N beneath the wind driven Ekman layer.
This time series exhibits the multi-centennial time scales for the
spin-up of this circulation.

The structure of the North Atlantic streamfunctions (Fig. 23) lar-
gely reflects the time series in Fig. 25, with the GFDL-MOM simu-
lation showing the most vigorous overturning streamfunction, and
KNMI-MICOM the weakest. Note that the FSU-HYCOM figure was

obtained by interpolating from its native hybrid pressure-den-
sity-terrain following vertical coordinates to depth, whereas
GFDL-HIM and KNMI-MICOM use their native potential density
as the vertical coordinate. The other models plot the streamfunc-
tion using their native depth coordinates.

The global meridional streamfunction (Fig. 24) reveals the fol-
lowing features:

– The strength of the vigorous tropical wind-driven cells;
– The Deacon Cell, which is a cell present in the Eulerian overturn-

ing streamfunction that is driven by the Southern Hemisphere
subpolar westerlies around 60�S;

– The AABW cell adjacent to Antarctica;
– An abyssal cell centred at around 20–40�S.

The models display wide-ranging values for these overturning
cells. All z-level models as well as FSU-HYCOM exhibit reasonably
realistic AABW cells of strength 5–10 Sv. In contrast, the isopycnal
models show more vigorous overturning off Antarctica, particu-
larly KNMI-MICOM, which exhibits substantial water-mass
transformation at the high-latitude Southern Ocean, feeding an
abyssal cell that ventilates much of the global ocean at mid-depth.
Indeed, there is little evidence for northern sinking in this model,
leaving its water-masses too cold and fresh almost everywhere
(Figs. 16 and 17).

The Deacon cell is nearly absent when plotted in density-lati-
tude space (Webb, 1994; Karoly et al., 1997), as seen in the isopyc-
nal models. In depth-latitude space, the Deacon Cell takes values in
excess of 20 Sv in each of the z-level models, as well as in FSU-HY-
COM. In general, the depth-latitude Deacon Cell is reduced in mag-
nitude by the Gent and McWilliams (1990) parameterisation, with
equatorward meridional velocity counteracted by poleward
parameterised eddy induced velocity (Hirst and McDougall,
1998). The strength of the reverse Deacon Cell arising from the
GM streamfunction is set by parameters used in the SGS parame-
terisation, such as the diffusivity and treatment of steep neutral
slope regions (see Table 6 in Section D.3), as well as the model dis-
tribution of density and layer thickness. A larger ‘‘GM-effect” acts
to reduce, or nearly eliminate, the Deacon Cell (Danabasoglu
et al., 1994), whereas a smaller GM-effect maintains the Deacon
Cell at values such as those seen in the z-model simulations shown
here.

Apart from KNMI-MICOM, the strength of the abyssal cells is in
fairly good agreement with observed estimates, ranging between 6
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and 20 Sv. Interestingly, the abyssal cell nearly vanishes in density
coordinates in GFDL-HIM, indicating no substantial water-mass
transformation associated with the abyssal cell in this isopycnal
model.

15.2. Critical comments

A MOC with realistic transport strength and structure is impor-
tant for maintaining a realistic ocean climate. For reasons detailed

Fig. 23. The Atlantic basin meridional overturning streamfunction (in units of Sv ¼ 106m3s�1), time averaged over years 491–500 in the CORE-I simulations. The FSU-HYCOM
simulation has its results interpolated to depth based vertical coordinates, whereas GFDL-HIM and KNMI-MICOM retain the potential density coordinates referenced to
2000 db ð1035� q� 2000Þ (as in Eq. (30)). The remaining models plot the streamfunction with respect to their native depth coordinate (Eq. (29)). The depth plots extend to
6500 m, which illustrates the differences in the deepest level represented by the different models, with MPI going the deepest. The density axes for GFDL-HIM and KNMI-
MICOM are split into two regions to highlight the overturning cells in the high latitudes, as distinguished from the wind driven Ekman cells active in lower latitude lighter
waters. Observational estimates based on inverse studies from Ganachaud (2003) and Lumpkin et al. (2008) place the transport at 48�N in the range 16 ± 2 Sv, whereas the
inverse study at 42�N by Ganachaud and Wunsch (2000) yields 15 ± 2 Sv, and (Lumpkin and Speer, 2003), also at 42�N, yields 13 ± 2 Sv.
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in Section 3, it is sometimes quite difficult to realize a stable over-
turning circulation, especially in ocean-ice models. The behaviour
of the ocean-ice models in this study indeed reflects on this sensi-
tivity, with some models ‘‘refusing” to stabilize at a circulation
reflecting observations (e.g., for NADW, �15 Sv), whereas others
appear to reach a stable value either with a very weak salinity
restoring (NCAR-POP, FSU-HYCOM, and MPI), or stronger restoring

(GFDL-MOM and Kiel-ORCA). It is notable that the two isopycnal
models appear to have the most difficulty reaching a steady state,
with the GFDL-HIM simulation showing large amplitude varia-
tions, whereas the KNMI-MICOM simulation settles into a very
weak, nearly absent, overturning circulation in the NADW cell.
We also note that the FSU-HYCOM simulation exhibits some
level of interannual variability relative to the simulations from

Fig. 24. The global meridional overturning streamfunction (in units of Sv ¼ 106m3s�1), time averaged over years 491–500 in the CORE-I simulations. Note that the FSU-
HYCOM simulation has its results interpolated to depth based vertical coordinates, whereas GFDL-HIM and KNMI-MICOM retain the potential density coordinates referenced
to 2000 db ð1035� q2000Þ (as in Eq. (30)). The remaining models plot the streamfunction with respect to their native depth coordinate (Eq. (29)). The depth plots extend to
6500 m, which illustrates the differences in the deepest level represented by the different models, with MPI going the deepest. The density axes for GFDL-HIM and KNMI-
MICOM are split into two regions to highlight the overturning cells in the high latitudes, as distinguished from the wind driven Ekman cells active in lighter waters in the
lower latitudes.
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NCAR-POP, GFDL-MOM, Kiel-ORCA, and MPI. The mechanism for
variability has not been determined.

Another shortcoming of the MOC analysis is the differing verti-
cal coordinate systems used to plot the streamfunctions in the
z-level and isopycnal models. In particular, the isopycnal models
show very noisy results when projected onto the latitude-depth
plane, and the z-models have the complement problem in lati-
tude-density coordinates, unless diagnosing the transport at each
model time step. Future comparisons should diagnose the MOC
fields on the same vertical axis, and this should ideally be done
in neutral density space, as then the MOC can be directly inter-
preted in terms of water-mass conversion rates across different
density classes.

16. Surface freshwater forcing and MOC behaviour

The long-term behaviour of global ocean-ice models depends
critically on surface freshwater forcing, particularly in the high-lat-
itude areas important for setting properties of the deep and bottom
water masses. As discussed in Section 3.3, salinity restoring is gen-
erally used to damp drifts in water-mass properties, and in partic-
ular for the purpose of maintaining a stable MOC. During the
development of CORE-I, some groups examined sensitivities to
salinity/water restoring. Given that four of the seven groups were
unable to stabilize the MOC without including a nontrivial restor-
ing (i.e., piston velocity greater than the 50 m/4years used by
NCAR-POP, FSU-HYCOM, and MPI), we summarise results from
experiments conducted with MPI, GFDL-MOM, and Kiel-ORCA
which exhibit issues that may arise when ocean-ice models are
run using the CORE-I design.

16.1. Two experiments from MPI and GFDL-MOM

Two experiments were run with the GFDL-MOM and MPI
ocean-ice models, where the only difference is the strength of
the salinity restoring.

– GFDL-A and MPI-A use a piston velocity of 50 m/4 years, which
is the same as the NCAR-POP and FSU-HYCOM simulations. MPI-
A is the standard experiment from MPI described in other sec-
tions of this paper.

– GFDL-B and MPI-B use the larger piston velocity of 50 m/300
days. GFDL-B is the standard GFDL-MOM experiment presented
in other sections of this paper.

No salinity restoring occurs under sea ice in these experiments.
Fig. 26 shows results for the Atlantic overturning streamfunc-

tion index and the Drake Passage transport. For the GFDL-A simu-
lation, the North Atlantic exhibits a significant weakening of the
MOC during the first 100 years, and a gradual increase over the
next 150 years. At year 250, a series of growing amplitude multi-
decadal oscillations start after year 250 in GFDL-A. Prior to these
multi-decadal oscillations, this experiment is characterized by
approximately 10 year oscillations in the upper ocean temperature
and salinity in the Nordic Seas (not shown), starting from the
beginning of the simulation and extending until the larger varia-
tions begin around year 250. We interpret these decadal oscilla-
tions as mixed boundary condition thermohaline oscillations
discussed in such papers as Zhang et al. (1993), Greatbatch and
Peterson (1996), and Colin de Verdière and Huck (1999). In con-
trast, salinity and temperature oscillations in GFDL-B are readily
damped during the first few decades of the simulation. An addi-
tional major difference in the two simulations relates to SSS in
the North Atlantic, which is much fresher in GFDL-A than in
GFDL-B (not shown). This fresher North Atlantic is consistent with
the somewhat weaker MOC in GFDL-A. This instability behaviour
of GFDL-A suggests some similarity to the study of Tziperman
(1997), in which he found the MOC in a coupled model is subject
to oscillatory instabilities when placed in a regime with a weak
mean MOC.

The GFDL-CM2 climate model of Delworth et al. (2006), which
uses the same ocean and sea ice components as GFDL-A and
GFDL-B, exhibits multi-decadal variability (not shown), but this
occurs about a stable mean state of roughly 20 Sv, and does not ex-
hibit the large drifts and huge amplitude oscillations seen in GFDL-
A. We thus consider the very weakly restored experiment GFDL-A
to be unsuitable for studying the mean ocean climate in GFDL-
MOM, although it is very interesting from a variability and stability
perspective. It is for this reason that all other results from the
GFDL-MOM simulations focus exclusively on GFDL-B. Additionally,
the transition to nonlinear oscillatory behaviour in GFDL-A, seen
only after a few hundred years, provided motivation to run all
the CORE-I simulations at least 500 years in order to examine if
other simulations exhibited similar transitions.

In contrast to the experience with GFDL-MOM, the two MPI
simulations appear to be far more robust to changes in the salinity
restoring. Note, however, that the Drake Passage transport in the
weakly restored simulation MPI-A (the control MPI simulation)
exhibits nontrivial temporal variability about a rather large mean.
This variability contrasts to the behaviour in the stronger restoring
case, in which the simulation is reflective of the NCAR-POP, GFDL-
MOM, and Kiel-ORCA results shown in Fig. 18. Nonetheless, the
MPI-A and MPI-B simulations are far closer in behaviour to one an-
other than the analogous two GFDL-MOM simulations. Because of
the desire to maintain a very small salinity restoring, the MPI-A
simulation was used as the control throughout the other sections
of this paper.

16.2. Kiel-ORCA experiments

Multiple experiments were run with the Kiel-ORCA configura-
tion to examine sensitivity to surface freshwater forcing in the
high-latitude areas of the Atlantic and Arctic. The experiments
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Fig. 25. Time series of the annual mean Atlantic meridional overturning stream-
function index (vertical axis) for model years 1–500 (horizontal axis) in units of
Sv ¼ 106m3s�1. The index is computed as the maximum Atlantic MOC streamfunc-
tion at 45�N in the region beneath the wind driven Ekman layer. Note that the
GFDL-MOM simulation was extended to 600 years to verify that it was reaching a
steady state for the overturning. Observational estimates based on inverse studies
from Ganachaud (2003) and Lumpkin et al. (2008) place the transport at 48�N in the
range 16 ± 2 Sv, whereas the inverse study at 42�N by Ganachaud and Wunsch
(2000) yields 15 ± 2 Sv, and Lumpkin and Speer (2003), also at 42�N, yields
13 ± 2 Sv.
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were broadly split into three classes: (a) no restoring; (b) ‘‘weak”
restoring of surface salinity corresponding to a piston velocity of
50 m/4 years; (c) ‘‘strong” restoring corresponding to 50 m/300
days. Results are shown in Fig. 27, with details of the restoring pro-
vided in the figure caption.

With zero or weak restoring, Kiel-ORCA exhibits a rapid decline
of the North Atlantic MOC during the first 100–200 years, without
any signs of multi-decadal oscillations seen in GFDL-A. Oscillations
do appear, however, in the Drake passage transport (Fig. 27b), with
the oscillations emerging near the start of the simulations. Similar
oscillations were common in earlier versions of NCAR-POP, but
damped by changing model parameters rather than increasing
salinity restoring. Further oscillations are exhibited in the ORCA
simulations in the northward transport of Antarctic Bottom Water
(AABW) in the abyssal cell of the Southern Ocean (Fig. 27c), with
the maxima (minima) in abyssal cell transport closely correspond-
ing to maxima (minima) in the ACC. Causal relations between the
strength of bottom water formation and ACC-transport has been

discussed by Timmermannn et al. (2005) based on experimenta-
tion with a previous version of the Kiel-ORCA model.

None of the Kiel-ORCA experiments realized a MOC transport
larger than 15 Sv, with most showing much smaller values. Hydro-
graphic properties of the overflow waters spilling across the Green-
land–Iceland sill indicate that MOC evolution is closely tied to drift
in the overflow density (Fig. 27d), defined as the maximum density
over the Denmark Strait sill before entrainment (see (Schwecken-
diek and Willebrand, 2005; Latif et al., 2006) for similar analyses).
Due to progressive freshening (not shown), all Kiel-ORCA cases
drift from the observed climatological outflow density (of about
28.0). A drift in simulated Arctic Ocean salinities may be caused by:

– Excessive freshwater fluxes into the Arctic basin related, for
example, to the prescribed precipitation or coastal run-off fields;

– An erroneous simulation of the freshwater export to the North
Atlantic associated with, for example, the export of sea ice with
the East Greenland Current;
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Fig. 26. Time series for the annual mean volume transports (in units of Sv ¼ 106m3s�1) from two MPI and two GFDL-MOM simulations. The black lines are from ocean-ice
simulations with the salinity restoring converted to a water flux using a weak piston velocity of 50 m/4 years (this is the standard MPI simulation), and the blue lines are from
ocean-ice simulations with larger piston velocity 50 m/300 days (this is the standard GFDL-MOM simulation). Shown are results for the maximum meridional-depth
overturning streamfunction at 45�N, and the eastward transport in the Southern Ocean through the Drake Passage (the observational estimate from Whitworth (1983);
Whitworth and Peterson (1985); Cunningham et al. (2003) is roughly 135 Sv).
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– Too little import of saline waters with the North Atlantic
Current.

As suggested by the increase in MOC (and overflow density) in
the reduced-precipitation case ORCA-E, SSS restoring for the Kiel-
ORCA simulations can only partly offset the high-latitude freshwa-
ter budget. Nonetheless, the small increase in the Atlantic MOC in
ORCA-E relative to ORCA-B, despite reducing Arctic precipitation to
the lower limit of observational uncertainty, indicates that the
strong, global restoring of ORCA-D is compensating for much more
than precipitation error.

A particularly interesting aspect of Fig. 27 is the rather tight
relationship between mid-latitude MOC transport and overflow
density, noted before by Latif et al. (2006). Apparently, neither
changes in the restoring configuration nor in the prescribed precip-
itation field (ORCA-E) affect the relation between density and MOC.
The main effect of these model choices is to determine the ampli-
tude of the drift realized by a particular simulation.

16.3. A grid resolution hypothesis

Each of the many experiments conducted by the various models
serve to highlight sensitivities to boundary conditions described in
Section 3. So can one identify a model feature that predisposes it to
retaining a nontrivial overturning with the CORE forcing using only
a weak salinity restoring? One hypothesis does present itself after
considering characteristics of the seven model configurations.
Namely, those models (NCAR-POP, FSU-HYCOM, and MPI) with fine
horizontal grid resolution in the North Atlantic are reasonably sta-
ble with the weak piston velocity of 50 m/4years. In particular, MPI
has 12 km grid resolution in the region just south of Greenland,
and this resolution is far more refined than the models showing
less stable behaviour.

As detailed in Section 16.2, a significant difficulty with the Kiel-
ORCA simulations relates to the water budget in the deep water
formation regions, which again reflects on the processes identified
in Section 3. We conjecture that these sensitivities are shared by all
the ocean-ice models in this study. However, we propose that
those models able to transport more salt into these regions, such
as via a more vigorous Gulf Stream, North Atlantic Current, and
subpolar gyre are able to retain a stable overturning and thus to
be less sensitive to details of the direct hydrological forcing in
the high latitudes. This hypothesis is supported by the non-trivial
overturning in the coupled climate simulations from the coarse
version of CCSM (Yeager et al., 2006).

This hypothesis suggests that ocean-ice models of finer high lat-
itude resolution, especially those explicitly representing mesoscale
eddies as well as a more detailed representation of the complex
land-sea boundaries and associated boundary currents, will exhibit
a more stable large-scale overturning circulation under the pres-
ence of fluctuations in the hydrological cycle. It will be of great
interest to see whether future simulations with fine resolution
models support this hypothesis.

17. Discussion and concluding remarks

Simulations with global ocean-ice models are more difficult to
run in isolation than coupled atmosphere-land simulations. There
are two main reasons for this distinction. First, the atmospheric
fields needed to force the ocean-ice system are more numerous
and less well known than the relatively well observed surface tem-
peratures used to derive atmospheric fluxes over the ocean and
specified sea-ice. Second, assuming that the atmosphere rapidly re-
sponds to a slowly varying SST, as in the Atmospheric Model Inter-
comparison Project (Gates, 1993), is a better assumption than the
complement, which is assumed when running ocean-ice models

Fig. 27. Time series for the annual mean volume transports from a sequence of Kiel-ORCA experiments: ORCA-A (black), ORCA-B (red), ORCA-C (green), ORCA-D (dark blue;
serving as the reference experiment), ORCA-E (light blue). These experiments differ by details of their salinity restoring: ORCA-A: no restoring; ORCA-B: weak restoring
globally (no restoring under sea ice); ORCA-C: weak restoring, except for strong restoring in the (sub-)polar oceans (south of 45S, and north of 65N, also under sea ice); ORCA-
D: strong restoring globally, including under sea ice. Note that over the Gulf Stream the restoring term is restrictive restoring, i.e., no freshening is allowed. This experiment
represents the Kiel-ORCA reference case for all results shown in other sections. ORCA-E: restoring as in ORCA-B, but with reduced Arctic precipitation. Here, the net CORE
precipitation is reduced over the Arctic and sub-Arctic oceans by 30%. This is roughly the scale to which the observational products are uncertain as to the magnitude of the
net precipitation in the Arctic. Upper left: maximum MOC transport in the North Atlantic, Lower left: ACC transport through Drake passage, Upper right: maximum transport
of the abyssal cell in the southern hemisphere; Lower right: scatter plot of yearly values (beginning at year 20) of annual mean MOC transport and overflow density
(maximum density over the Denmark Strait sill before entrainment) for ORCA-B (red) and ORCA-E (light blue), and of the MOC/overflow values for the last decade of the 500-
year integrations for ORCA-A (black cross), ORCA-C (green square), ORCA-D (blue triangle).
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with a prescribed atmospheric state. These points largely account
for the lack of a community supported Ocean Model Intercompar-
ison Project (OMIP) 15 years after the initiation of AMIP.

17.1. Strategies for modelling the ocean-ice climate system

There are two general conclusions one can draw when recogniz-
ing the difficulty running global ocean-ice models for climate pur-
poses. First, one may choose to always run ocean-ice models
coupled to a dynamical atmosphere and thus tolerate its inherent
biases. That is, to jettison the notion of running ocean-ice models
altogether, and thus to insist on only studying simulations from
realistic climate models, where a prescribed atmosphere is unac-
ceptable for the goals of, for example, climate change science. It
is notable that this trend is being followed by scientists at GFDL,
NCAR, and the Hadley Centre, where ocean-ice simulations are
becoming less common than fully coupled climate simulations,
even for purposes of developing ocean-ice models. Alternatively,
one may consider realistic ocean-ice models coupled to atmo-
spheric energy balance models, such as discussed for the CORE-III
experiments of Gerdes et al. (2005a, 2006). This approach requires
far less overhead in atmospheric modelling expertise, and so is
more available to groups focused just on ocean and sea ice model-
ling research. Either of these approaches which use a prognostic
atmosphere precludes using the ocean-ice models for many of
the purposes outlined in Section 2; most notably being an inability
to perform reanalysis simulations aimed at interpreting the ob-
served ocean record.

A second conclusion that can be drawn is to acknowledge the
limitations inherent with ocean-ice models, and to thus use them
for selected research studies within a hierarchy of numerical cli-
mate science tools, ideally with a fully coupled climate model as
part of this hierarchy. This second conclusion is taken by many re-
search groups, and it is used as motivation for our proposal of
Coordinated Ocean-ice Reference Experiments (COREs) in hope of
facilitating collaborative research and model development. That
is, we aim with CORE to bring the ocean-ice models onto a com-
mon platform for experimental design and prescribed atmospheric
state, from which remaining model differences can be used to as-
cribe reasons for diverging simulation behaviour.

Given our proposed CORE simulations, we illustrated results
from seven ocean-ice models run with the CORE-I experimental
design, which involves running the models for 500 years with
the Normal Year Forcing from Large and Yeager (2004). These sim-
ulations allowed us to test the hypothesis that global ocean-ice
models run under common forcing conditions will result in quali-
tatively similar simulations. This paper finds this hypothesis not to
be valid in general, though the degree is very dependent on the
particular diagnostic chosen, and the model sub-set. The nontrivial
differences arising from the simulations are often not related to the
ocean model vertical coordinate, which highlights the need to fur-
ther examine the mechanisms accounting for the divergences.

17.2. Concerning the merit of model comparisons

A large part of this project was aimed at answering questions
about the feasibility of bringing ocean-ice models onto a common
design framework. A key reason for doing so is to ensure that dif-
ferences between model simulations are not attributed to differ-
ences in atmospheric forcing. These questions have been
answered in the affirmative by the existence of seven contributing
groups having followed the CORE-I protocol. Questions regarding
the merit of this exercise have also been raised. What is gained?
Comparison projects can be fraught with difficulties in bringing
the variety of model configurations into a reasonably controlled
and understood setting. These difficulties make it tough to learn

anything new regarding mechanisms for simulation differences,
and this point can be used to criticise a model comparison project.

However, these difficulties are not an argument for the dis-util-
ity of comparisons. Instead, the utility of such ‘‘come as you are”
comparisons, with the present paper falling somewhat into this
category, arise from the many new questions raised when simula-
tions are compared and contrasted. Some questions relate to model
fundamentals and practice, each of which are brought to an ex-
panded ‘‘table” when modellers using different codes collaborate.
This is a healthy situation, which is handicapped when groups con-
duct research in isolation. Many important questions generally go
unasked in the absence of such collaborations and associated com-
parisons, and such questions then motivate further focused study
conducted in a more controlled setting that aim to elucidate
mechanisms.

In general, we propose that the preliminary experience with
CORE-I documented in this paper provides a solid foundation for
deeper study of many important questions about ocean-ice simu-
lations as well as the mechanisms affecting climate means, vari-
ability, and stability. It also supports studies concerning the
suitability of a prescribed atmospheric state for running ocean-
ice models, and in particular the utility of the Large and Yeager
(2004, 2008) datasets, both the normal year and the interannually
varying versions.

17.3. COREs and coordination

CORE-I is one aspect of our envisioned coordinated suite of glo-
bal ocean-ice experiments. It focuses on the longer term ocean cli-
mate, with integration times sufficient for some models to reach a
quasi-equilibrium. These simulations have direct relevance to the
development of ocean-ice components of fully coupled climate
models used for long term climate change simulations. Although
fraught with the caveats detailed in Section 3, long term ocean-
ice simulations from CORE-I render insights about the nature of
quasi-equilibrium ocean-ice solutions. In particular, long term sim-
ulations provide a clear means to expose fundamental problems
with both the model algorithms and the experimental design.

A complement task is realized with the envisioned CORE-II
experiment, whereby models are run with the interannually vary-
ing atmospheric state from Large and Yeager (2008). These simula-
tions are relevant for developing a mechanistic understanding of
the observed ocean record compiled during the past few decades.
Questions about how to initialize the models to minimise drift re-
main a key aspect of the CORE-II experiment, with this nontrivial
question largely ignored in the present focus on the longer time
scale CORE-I simulations. Finally, a third aspect of the ocean-ice
climate system is addressed by considering the CORE-III experi-
ment of Gerdes et al. (2005b), whereby the ocean is perturbed by
a fresh water melt around Greenland, meant to emulate the possi-
ble melt in a warming world. This experiment, which is similar in
many regards to those conducted as part of the Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project (see, for example, (Hewitt et al. (2006))),
allows for an increased variety of ocean-ice participants, beyond
those running fully coupled climate models. It also presents the
ocean-ice system with an arguably more vigorous perturbation,
which is both realistic and challenging to the model algorithms.

Each of the CORE-I, CORE-II, and CORE-III simulations benefit
from coordination. This coordination assists by keeping groups
more scientifically open. In particular, this openness prompts
groups to rationally address aspects of their simulation which
may otherwise be ignored or overlooked. Quite literally, peer-pres-
sure provides a positive element in moving modellers towards a
rational and robust platform. Coordination is also essential since
the problems of ocean climate dynamics generally require teams
of scientists approaching the questions from many complementary
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perspectives, and with differing tools. Such coordination generally
is necessary for the climate modelling community to garner robust
understandings of climate mechanisms, which ultimately increase
our ability to rationally understand the past and to project into the
future.
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Appendix A. Contributing models

Table 1 summarises various aspects of the models used in this
study, and Table 2 details the model release and the date when
the simulations were run. These models are examples of high-
end global ocean-ice configurations that are actively being used
for climate research, either in the ocean-ice configurations em-
ployed in this paper, or as part of more complete climate or earth
system models. Model details beyond those provided in this
appendix can be found in the cited references.

A.1. NCAR-POP

NCAR-POP is the ocean-ice component of the Community
Climate System Model, CCSM3 (Collins et al., 2006). It consists
of the Los Alamos Parallel Ocean Program (POP) documented
by Smith and Gent (2004), which uses a z-coordinate for the ver-
tical grid. This ocean is coupled to the Community Sea Ice Model
(CSIM) that is documented by Briegleb et al. (2004). The resolu-
tion is roughly one degree (320 zonal grid cells) with refined
meridional spacing in the equatorial region (384 meridional grid
cells) and 40 unevenly spaced cells in the vertical. The north
coordinate singularity is displaced over Greenland to avoid the
traditional spherical coordinate singularity at the geographic
North Pole. This displacement also has the added feature of
refining the grid resolution in the Labrador Sea deep water for-
mation region (Smith et al., 1995). It has been hypothesized that
this enhanced resolution in the deep water formation region is
important for maintaining stability of the overturning circulation
in the NCAR-POP CORE-I simulation (see Section 16.3). System-
atic tests of this conjecture have only been performed at lower
resolution by Yeager et al. (2006).

The NCAR-POP ocean model component updates the tracer and
baroclinic velocity fields using a leap-frog for the inviscid portion
of the equations with a 3600 s time step. The barotropic equations
are updated implicitly in time using a leap-frog for the tendencies
with 3600 s time step (Dukowicz and Smith, 1994). No water is
transported across the ocean surface, thus necessitating salt fluxes
rather than water fluxes.

Snow and ice albedos are important for computing the absorp-
tion of shortwave radiation in snow and sea ice system, and hence
for setting the strength of the snow and ice albedo feedback. The
NCAR-POP sea ice model employs an albedo following the ap-
proach documented in Briegleb et al. (2002). In particular, the
NCAR-POP ice model distinguishes between visible (wavelengths
<0.7 lm) and near-infrared (wavelengths >0.7 lm), since snow
and ice spectral reflectivities are significantly higher in the visible
band than the near-infrared band. The zenith angle dependence of
snow and ice is ignored, and therefore the distinction between
downwelling direct and diffuse shortwave radiation is ignored.
Snow and ice topography affect the scattering and transmission
into the surface through shadowing effects and through variations
in the angle of the surface from the horizon. These topography af-
fects are also ignored. For further details of the NCAR-POP albedo,
refer to Briegleb et al. (2002). Although the ocean and sea ice com-
ponents are the same as those used in the CCSM3.0 fully coupled
climate model (e.g., (Danabasoglu et al., 2006)), there were some
modifications made to the sea ice component parameters for use
in the CORE simulations. The changes included slightly higher ice
and snow albedos that are more in the middle of observed values.

The salinity of sea ice is 4 ppt. This affords a nonzero salt flux
between the ocean and sea ice as ice melts and forms.

A.2. FSU-HYCOM

FSU-HYCOM consists of the ocean-ice component to the Com-
munity Climate System Model (Collins et al., 2006) with HYCOM
version 2.2 as the oceanic model. The horizontal grid and topogra-
phy are identical to that of NCAR-POP, although the model vari-
ables are arranged according to the Arakawa C-grid, rather than
the B-grid used in NCAR-POP. FSU-HYCOM is configured with 32
hybrid layers and each coordinate surface is assigned a reference
isopycnal. The model continually checks whether or not grid points
lie on their reference isopycnals and, if not, tries to move them ver-
tically toward the latter (Bleck, 2002). However, the grid points are
not allowed to migrate when this would lead to excessive crowd-
ing of coordinate surfaces. Thus, in the mixed layer or in shallow
water, vertical grid points are geometrically constrained to remain
at a fixed pressure while being allowed to join and follow their ref-
erence isopycnals over the adjacent deep ocean. Therefore, HYCOM
behaves like a pressure coordinate model in the mixed layer or
other unstratified regions, like an isopycnic coordinate model in
stratified regions, and like a conventional terrain-following model
in very shallow and/or unstratified oceanic regions (Chassignet
et al., 2003; Chassignet et al., 2006).

The HYCOM code advects salinity and density using a second
order flux corrected transport scheme. The model baroclinic and
barotropic time steps are 2160 s and 36 s, respectively. The model
uses a nonslab K-profile parameterisation (KPP) mixed layer sub-
model (Large et al., 1994) and virtual salt flux at the ocean surface.
The sea ice model employed by FSU-HYCOM is the same version of
CSIM as used by NCAR-POP.

A.3. GFDL-MOM

This is the ocean-ice component of the GFDL climate model
(Delworth et al., 2006; Griffies et al., 2005; Gnanadesikan et al.,
2006) which uses the z-coordinate ocean code MOM4 documented
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by Griffies et al. (2004) and Griffies (2004), and the sea ice model as
discussed in Delworth et al. (2006). The model grid uses 360 cells
in the zonal direction (one degree), 200 latitudinal cells (1/3 degree
at the equator), and 50 vertical cells (22 in the upper 220 m) with
partial step bottom topography (Adcroft et al., 1997; Pacanowski
and Gnanadesikan, 1998). The horizontal grid is tripolar as pre-
scribed by Murray (1996) so that there is no coordinate singularity
at the North Pole and grid cells in the Arctic are roughly of equal
area. The model updates the tracer and baroclinic velocity using
a staggered scheme (Griffies, 2004; Griffies et al., 2005) with a
7200 s time step for both the inviscid dynamics and dissipative
physics, and the barotropic fields are updated explicitly with a pre-
dictor-corrector algorithm (Griffies et al., 2001; Griffies, 2004)
using an 80 s time step. The ocean model allows water to be trans-
ported across the ocean surface, and so does not employ surface
salt fluxes.

As described in the Appendix to Delworth et al. (2006), the GFDL
Sea Ice Simulator (SIS) employs an albedo following the CCSM
approach documented in Briegleb et al. (2002) and described above,
yet with some modifications. In particular, the GFDL model does not
distinguish between visible and near infrared surface shortwave
radiation, and the spectral albedos of Briegleb et al. (2002) are com-
bined in a fixed ratio: 54% visible and 47% near infrared. The dry and
wet albedos for snow are 0.80 (dry)/0.68 (wet) and for ice are 0.58
(dry)/0.51 (wet). Additionally, the Briegleb et al. (2002) scheme has
been modified so that wet albedos are used within 10 K of the melt-
ing temperature, rather than 1 K of melting.

The salinity of sea ice is 5 ppt. This affords a nonzero salt flux
between the ocean and sea ice as ice melts and forms.

A.4. GFDL-HIM

GFDL-HIM replaces the MOM code with the Hallberg Isopycnal
Model (HIM). Details and references for HIM are provided by Hall-

berg and Gnanadesikan (2006). This model shares certain features
with the more widely used Miami Isopycnal Model (MICOM) de-
scribed by Bleck et al. (1992), in that it is a C-grid isopycnal layer
model using a split-explicit momentum equation solver. However,
many of the numerical and physical algorithms differ, with de-
tailed references provided in Hallberg and Gnanadesikan (2006).
In particular, the mixed layer can be considered a ‘‘refined” bulk
mixed layer which allows for velocity shears within the mixed
layer (Hallberg, 2003). This shear introduces Ekman-driven mixed
layer destabilization and shear-driven restratification. These pro-
cesses are permitted in geopotential coordinate models, so long
as the mixed layer has a suitable vertical resolution; they are ab-
sent, however, in the mixed layer scheme used in the MICOM code
used by KNMI-MICOM (Section A.5).

GFDL-HIM is configured with 360 cells in the zonal direction
(one degree resolution), 210 latitudinal cells (1/3 degree at the
equator), and 50 vertical potential density layers, with potential
density referenced to 2000 dbar. As for the GFDL-MOM simulation,
the horizontal grid is tripolar as prescribed by Murray (1996). The
model updates the tracer and diabatic processes using a predictor
corrector scheme with a 7200 s time step, and 3600 s for the invis-
cid dynamics; the barotropic fields are updated explicitly with a
predictor-corrector algorithm using a 60 s time step. The ocean
model allows water to be transported across the ocean surface,
and so does not employ surface salt fluxes.

A.5. KNMI-MICOM

The ocean-ice model used in KNMI-MICOM (Royal Netherlands
Meteorological Institute) is part of the SpeedO coupled modelling
framework described by Hazeleger (2003). The ocean component
is a global implementation of the Miami Isopycnal Model (MICOM)
described by Bleck et al. (1992). The model uses an isopycnal ver-
tical coordinate below the mixed layer. A bulk mixed layer scheme
is used for the upper ocean with varying coefficients according to
Gaspar et al. (1990). The model is coupled to an ice model that
has been used by Bentsen et al. (2004). Notably, this model does
not include frazil ice. The convection algorithm and decabbeling
algorithm of Bentsen et al. (2004) have been implemented. Ther-
mobaric effects are included in the ocean model. No water is trans-
ported across the ocean surface, thus necessitating salt fluxes
rather than real water fluxes.

The ocean-ice model has a curvilinear C-grid with 3 poles, one
in Antarctica, one in Canada and one in Siberia (tripolar grid as
described in Sun and Bleck (2006)). The zonal resolution is two
degrees (180 grid cells), with meridional resolution two degrees
outside the tropics and refined to one-half degree in the tropics
(95 grid cells). The vertical resolution has 16 isopycnal layers,
with potential density referenced to 2000 dbar. The baroclinic

Table 1
Summary of the ocean models used in this study

Model Vertical Arakawa Horizontal Barotropic Baroclinic/tracer

NCAR-POP z (40) B Displace (320 � 384) Implicit (3600 s) Leap-frog (3600 s)
FSU-HYCOM Hybrid (32) C Displace (320 � 384) Explicit (36 s) Leap-frog (2160 s)
GFDL-MOM z (50) B Tripolar (360 � 200) Explicit (80 s) Staggered (7200 s)
GFDL-HIM q2 (50) C Tripolar (360 � 210) Explicit (60 s) Pred-corr (7200 s + 3600 s)
KNMI-MICOM q2 (16) C Tripolar(180 � 95) Explicit (72 s) Leap-frog (1440 s)
MPI z (40) C Displace (256 � 220) Semi-imp (4800 s) Semi-imp (4800 s)
Kiel-ORCA z (30) C Tripolar (180 � 148) Implicit (5400 s) Leap-frog (5400 s)

Indicated here are the model names; vertical coordinate and number of discrete vertical levels/layers; arrangement of variables on the horizontal grid according to the
classification of Arakawa and Lamb (1977); orientation of the horizontal grid relative to the Arctic and the number of horizontal grid cells; use of explicit or implicit barotropic
algorithm for computing the free surface and vertically integrated velocity, as well as the time step in seconds used for the barotropic equations; the time stepping method used
for the inviscid portion of the baroclinic/tracer equations, as well as the time step in seconds. For the MPI ocean model, the semi-implicit method is implemented as a forward-
backward scheme. For KNMI-MICOM and GFDL-HIM, the vertical is discretized according to layers of potential density referenced to 2000 dbar. For HYCOM, the vertical is
discretized according to pressure (upper ocean), potential density referenced to 2000 dbar (interior ocean), and terrain following r (bottom). All other models use geopotential
vertical coordinates. For GFDL-HIM, tracers and diabatic processes are time stepped with 7200 s, whereas adiabatic baroclinic dynamics are time stepped with 3600 s.

Table 2
Details of the model release and the dates over which the simulations were run

Model Model release Dates for integration

NCAR-POP POP1.4 and CSIM4 Mar 2004
FSU-HYCOM HYCOM 2.2 and CSIM4 May–Aug 2007
GFDL-MOM MOM4p0d Feb–Apr 2005
GFDL-HIM HIM-Fortran M-release Feb–Mar 2007
KNMI-MICOM MICOM 2.9 Jun 2006
MPI mpiom-1.2.3 Oct–Dec 2006
Kiel-ORCA NEMO 1.06 Feb–Apr 2006

This information specifies the code base used in the CORE-I simulations submitted
by the various groups. Note the relatively wide range in calendar dates over which
the simulations were run. This range reflects the effort needed by the various
groups to develop the code base for running ocean-ice simulations, and the com-
putational cost of running 500 year global coupled ocean-ice simulations.
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and tracer time steps are 1440 s, and the barotropic time step
is 72 s.

As seen by the various model metrics in part 2 of this paper, the
KNMI-MICOM simulation is an outlier, failing to match the physi-
cal integrity of the other simulations for nearly all examined diag-
nostics. Some fundamental problems with the MICOM version 2.9
algorithms are mentioned here as possible reasons for the simula-
tion difficulties.

– Thermobaricity and cabbeling:
� Thermobaricity and cabbeling cause checkerboard-like insta-

bilities when the code is configured for refined vertical reso-
lutions at high densities. These instabilities were suppressed
by reducing the vertical resolution down to the 16 used here.
Doing so, unfortunately, then led to poor representation of
deep ocean processes. Note that Hallberg (2005) documents
the problems with thermobaricity and cabbeling in isopycnal
models, and provides a partial fix. The (Hallberg, 2005) fix is
used in GFDL-HIM simulations, as required since GFDL-HIM
uses a much finer vertical spacing with 50 layers.

� The decabbeling routine uses a very diffusive first order
upstream advection, which can create huge levels of spurious
diapycnal mixing. In particular, there were large temperature
and salinity drifts between the deep and upper ocean due to
cabbeling.

� Thermobaricity corrections are not globally defined. Instead,
they use a region-dependent a priori temperature and salin-
ity profile to calculate the thermobaricity corrections. There
were large hydrography drifts within layers between adja-
cent regions with different thermobaricity algorithms, most
noticeably between the Southern Ocean and Atlantic.

– Advection: MICOM uses the MPDATA scheme of Smolarkiewicz
(1984) for the horizontal advection of tracers. MICOM advects
density and spiciness rather than the traditional choice of poten-
tial temperature and salinity. MPDATA, however, does not con-
serve tracer. To maintain constant global tracer amounts,
MICOM applies a global correction. This correction adds extra
horizontal and vertical diffusion between the layers, and it can
exchange tracers between disconnected parts of a layer.

– Time filter: Another contribution to the highly diffusive simula-
tion comes from the Robert–Asselin filter (e.g., (Haltiner and
Williams, 1980)) used to damp the splitting mode in the leap
frog time-stepping scheme.

A.6. MPI

MPI (Max-Planck-Institute) consists of the ocean-sea ice com-
ponent from the MPI climate model (Roeckner et al., 2006; Jung-
claus et al., 2006). The ocean model is a primitive equation
model (C-Grid, z-coordinates, free surface) with a bottom boundary
layer scheme for the flow across steep topography (Marsland et al.,
2003). The sea ice model is a dynamic/thermodynamic sea ice
model with a viscous-plastic rheology following Hibler (1979).
The ocean model is configured with 40 vertical levels, with 20 in
the upper 600 m and the bottom topography is represented by par-
tial steps (Adcroft et al., 1997; Pacanowski and Gnanadesikan,
1998). The horizontal resolution of the bipolar grid with poles over
Greenland and Antarctica gradually varies between a minimum of
12 km close to Greenland and 190 km in the tropical Pacific. The
model time stepping for tracers and velocity is formulated semi-
implicitly with a time step of 4800 s. Sea ice has a salinity of
5 psu. The ocean model allows water to be transported across the
ocean surface, thus does not employ surface salt fluxes. MPI’s sea
ice is initialised with thickness and concentration depending on
the initial sea surface temperature.

A.7. Kiel-ORCA

Kiel-ORCA is the ocean-ice component of the climate model at
IPSL (Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace) in Paris. It uses the NEMO
framework (Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean) version
1.06, with the OPA9 z-coordinate ocean code (Madec et al., 1999)
and LIM2 sea ice (Timmermannn et al., 2005).

The ocean model has 30 vertical levels (16 levels in the upper
200 m) and a quasi-isotropic global tripolar grid, with two degrees
resolution in the zonal direction and a meridional refinement at
the equator to 0.5� (180 � 149 � 30 grid cells). Topography is rep-
resented with partial cells (Barnier et al., 2006). The model updates
the tracer and baroclinic velocity using a leap-frog time step of
5400 s for the inviscid dynamics and a forward step for dissipative
physics. The barotropic equations are updated implicitly in time
according to the algorithm of Roullet and Madec (2000) (using
the same time steps as the baroclinic). The ocean model allows
water to be transported across the ocean surface, thus does not
employ surface salt fluxes.

In addition to the CORE-I surface boundary conditions em-
ployed by the other models, the Kiel-ORCA simulation damped
temperature and salinity towards climatology within the Mediter-
ranean and Red Seas. The damping time scale is one day below
model level 18 (depth 272 m), and the damping is reduced towards
zero from model level 17 up to the base of the planetary boundary
layer using a cosine function.7 Restoring is removed above the
boundary layer base.

Appendix B. CORE-I experimental design

We summarise here the CORE-I experimental design. There are
notable details which differ between the models. Even in a cordial
research collaboration such as this, we found it difficult to remove
all differences, either because of incompatibilities between model
algorithms, or scientific disagreements. It is conjectured that dif-
ferences identified below are less important than the decision to
use the same forcing, including the same bulk formulae, both based
on Large and Yeager (2004). This conjecture, however, remains un-
proven without further sensitivity experiments which are beyond
the scope of this paper.

B.1. Initial conditions

We document here the methods used by the various modelling
centres for initialising their experiments. Ocean initial conditions
are thought to be of minor consequence on the multi-centennial
time scale of CORE-I. Shorter integrations, however, are influenced
by the initial conditions, especially in deep water formation
regions and regions of sea ice cover. For sea ice, in the absence of
restoring of surface salinity, the initial sea ice can affect the total
salt content in the ocean. For example, if starting with zero sea
ice, sea ice formation will increase ocean salinity due to the con-
version of sea water from liquid to ice. As long as the sea ice does
not fully melt again, this salinity bias will persist. The presence of a
salinity restoring will dampen this bias.

Ocean models are initialised with zero velocity. The initial tem-
perature and salinity fields are taken from the January temperature
and salinity profiles of Steele et al. (2001). The exception is that
KNMI-MICOM used initial conditions based on Levitus (1994).
Temperature and salinity fields are interpolated to the respective
ocean model grid.

Ice models are initialised in the following manners.

7 The boundary layer is defined, for these purposes, as a region with vertical
diffusivity greater than 5 cm2 s�1.
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– NCAR-POP: Zero initial ice concentration and zero ice volume.
– FSU-HYCOM: Zero initial ice concentration and zero ice volume.
– GFDL-HIM: Sea ice is taken from an earlier spinup.
– GFDL-MOM: Sea ice is taken from an earlier spinup.
– KNMI-MICOM: Zero initial ice concentration and zero ice

volume.
– Kiel-ORCA: Initial sea ice has a uniform thickness of 1 m in the

Southern Hemisphere for grid boxes below freezing with a lead
fraction of 10%, and 0 m in the Northern Hemisphere.

– MPI: Sea ice is initialised for SST values between �0.5 �C and the
freezing point of sea water, with linearly increasing 0 to 4 m
thickness and a 100% concentration.

B.2. Fluxes from Large and Yeager (2004)

The normal year forcing for heat, moisture, and momentum are
provided by the Large and Yeager (2004) compilation of solar radi-
ation, atmospheric state, and river runoff. The atmospheric state as
well as the model’s prognostic SST and surface currents determine
the turbulent momentum (wind stress), turbulent heat (sensible
and latent), and turbulent moisture (evaporation) fluxes. These
fluxes are computed at each ocean-ice coupling time step using
the CCSM bulk formulae described in Large and Yeager (2004)
and Large (2005). Further details on the forcing are provided in
Appendix C.

B.3. Salinity/water forcing

We provide here some details of the water or salinity forcing
used in the models. The surface salinity or water restoring is not
physical, but is has been found necessary to prevent uncontrolled
drifts in salinity as a response to inaccurate precipitation. For mod-
els using the salt flux boundary condition (NCAR-POP, FSU-HYCOM,
and KNMI-MICOM), fresh water from precipitation, evaporation,
and river runoff is converted to an implied salt flux via8

FðsaltÞ
ðimpliedÞ ¼ qwSo; ð1Þ

where So is a global reference salinity. The NCAR-POP and FSU-HY-
COM simulations set So ¼ 34:7 psu. Salinity restoring is applied to
the ocean according to the restoring salt flux

FðsaltÞ
ðrestoreÞ ¼ VpistonðSðdataÞ � SSSÞ ð2Þ

with a nonnegative piston velocity Vpiston setting the strength of the
restoring used for surface salinity/water forcing. Hence, when the
prognostic surface salinity SSS is larger than monthly surface salin-
ities SðdataÞ, a negative restoring salt flux FðsaltÞ

ðrestoreÞ is added to the top
ocean model grid cell.

The salinity field SðdataÞ is available at

http : ==nomads:gfdl:noaa:gov=nomads=forms=mom4=CORE:html:

This field is discussed in Section 4.7 of Large and Yeager (2004).
Briefly, it is derived from the Conkright et al. (2002) and Steele
et al. (2001) monthly mean data. We averaged the top two vertical
levels to remove overly fresh biases from river input. Because of
processing errors in the Foxe Basin, levels 1–4 were reset to level
5, and Hudson Bay April level 1 was reset to level 2. Near the Ant-
arctic, we use the Doney and Hecht (2002) recipe, which prescribes
the following.

– Where the bathymetric depth is less than or equal to 300 m, the
column-max salinity replaces the near-surface salinity.

– Where the depth is greater than this depth but less than or equal
to 1000 m, the column-max salinity is blended with the near-
surface salinity.

– Where the bathymetric depth is greater still, the near-surface
salinity is used, without any enhancement.

The column-max salinity is derived from a search through all 12
months, and not just from a search of the one particular month in
question.

No restoring is applied under sea ice in the KNMI-MICOM sim-
ulation, but note that grid cells may have partial ice cover such that
some restoring does take place over those cells. The NCAR-POP
simulation used a salinity piston velocity of 50 m/4years in all
regions of the ocean (including under sea ice), with the exception
of enclosed marginal seas. The KNMI-MICOM simulation used a
regionally dependent piston velocity: zero piston velocity in the
region 35�N–65�N, 275�E and 0�E (North Atlantic); 50 m/50days
north of 75�N; 50 m/30days south of 50�S; and 50 m/1500days
for the remainder. Gradients between the different zones were
linearly interpolated in a 10� strip. The NCAR-POP simulation
removes the global mean restoring every time step, and multiplies
precipitation by a factor based on the global salinity change over
the previous year such that

net salt input ¼
X

FðsaltÞ
ðimpliedÞdxdy ð3Þ

is damped towards zero. This procedure compensates for the initial
growth of sea ice. KNMI-MICOM and FSU-HYCOM do not apply a
normalisation, and such may account for the fresh drift seen in
the salinity bias time series (Fig. 6).

The GFDL-HIM, GFDL-MOM, MPI, and Kiel-ORCA models trans-
port water across the ocean surface, and thus add fresh water di-
rectly to the volume conservation equation (i.e., the free surface
height evolution). Correspondingly, the restoring salt flux in equa-
tion (2) is converted to a fresh water flux qrestore

w via

qrestore
w ¼ �FðsaltÞ

ðrestoreÞ=SSS: ð4Þ

Hence, water is added ðqrestore
w > 0Þ where the model’s prognostic

SSS is greater than SðdataÞ, and subtracted ðqrestore
w < 0Þ where

SSS < SðdataÞ. For the Kiel-ORCA simulations, no extra water normal-
isation is applied, and this may account for the fresh drift seen in
the salinity bias time series (Fig. 6). In the GFDL and MPI simula-
tions, a global normalisation is applied at each time step so that
over the ocean surface,

net water input to ocean ¼
X
ðP � Eþ Rþ qrestore

w Þ ð5Þ

is set to zero.9 This normalisation keeps the ocean volume constant
yet has the unphysical effect of adding a water flux non-locally, even
to a region that may have zero salinity bias. Nonetheless, it serves to
avoid longterm drifts in the salinity and sea level.

Choices made for the models are summarised in Table 3.

Appendix C. Forcing the ocean-ice models

The ocean and sea ice systems are forced by air-sea and air-ice
fluxes, respectively, and coupled through ice-ocean fluxes. In a
coupled ocean-ice model, the latter are internally computed
according to the specific ice-model. The purpose of this appendix
is to highlight details of computing the atmospheric forcing, which
have proven important in setting up the CORE simulations.
Although we focus on air-sea fluxes, many of the issues also

8 Some authors refer to this salt flux as a virtual flux, since it is not present in
Nature (Huang, 1993).

9 The GFDL-MOM simulations incorrectly included the sea ice melt as part of the
normalisation. It should not be included, since it is only the net water in the ocean
plus ice systems that should be normalised to have a net zero sum.
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pertain to air-ice fluxes, and the similarities and differences in flux
calculations over the two surfaces are detailed in Large (2005).

C.1. Air-sea fluxes

This section follows closely Section 2 from Large and Yeager
(2008). The ocean is forced by fluxes of freshwater, Fs, heat, Q surf ,
and momentum, s. In general, contributions come both from the
open ocean fraction, fo, and the sea-ice fraction, 1� fo:

s ¼ fosas þ ð1� foÞsio ð6Þ
Fs ¼ foFas þ ð1� foÞF io þ R ð7Þ
Q surf ¼ foQ as þ ð1� foÞQ io; ð8Þ

where the subscript ‘‘as” refers to air-sea fluxes, ‘‘io” refers to ice-
ocean, and R is the continental runoff. The air-sea heat and freshwa-
ter fluxes have components:

Q as ¼ Q S þ Q L þ Q E þ Q H ð9Þ
Fas ¼ P þ E; ð10Þ

where all fluxes are positive when momentum, water, or heat enter
the ocean.

The shortwave solar radiation, QS, with wavelengths between
0:3l and 3l, is computed from the solar insolation QI incident
on the ocean surface, minus that which is reflected from the ocean
surface

Q S ¼ Q Ið1� aÞ ð11Þ

with the albedo a � 0:065 appropriate for the ocean (Payne, 1972).
The net surface longwave solar

Q L ¼ Q A � rSST4 ð12Þ

results from a downwelling longwave flux QA from the atmosphere,
minus the blackbody radiation from the ocean back to the atmo-
sphere with r ¼ 5:67� 10�8Wm�2K�4 the Stefan–Boltzmann
constant.

Bulk formulae parameterise the turbulent fluxes (wind stress s,
evaporation E, latent heat Q E, and sensible heat Q H) in terms of the
near surface atmospheric state (wind U, potential temperature h,
specific humidity q, and density q) and surface ocean state (SST
and surface ocean current Uo).10 The air at the ocean surface is

assumed to be saturated at a specific humidity qsðSSTÞ that is a
function of the SST. The vapor pressure over seawater is about
2% less than that over fresh water (see equation (5) in Large and
Yeager (2004)). This difference is not negligible compared to the
20% subsaturation of marine air that drives evaporation. Conse-
quently, the effect is included in the qsðSSTÞ function used by all
models in the present comparison. A different function of surface
temperature is used over sea-ice.

All models in this paper use the same bulk formulae and atmo-
spheric state in a two step process. First, the meteorological data
are referenced to a common reference height. The bulk transfer
coefficients are formulated at 10 m height and neutral stability,
so the second step is to shift them to the atmospheric stability
and the reference height. This step is often overlooked when forc-
ing ocean and ocean-ice models, where sometimes data from dif-
ferent heights (e.g., 10 m winds and 2 m temperature and
humidity from reanalyses) are used directly with the 10 m bulk
formulae. For accuracy, it is essential to use a common height,
and the height shifting and flux algorithms should be consistent,
because they are closely related. The ocean state is provided by
the individual ocean models.

A reference height of d ¼ 10m was chosen for CORE-I, so that
there would be no need for any height shift of either the wind data,
or the transfer coefficients. The shift of air temperature and humid-
ity to 10 m is done off-line using observed SST, so that the CORE
atmospheric state is given at 10 m (Table 4), where the dimension-
less atmospheric stability is denoted as f10. The turbulent fluxes are
then given by

s ¼ qCDðf10ÞjDUjDU ð13Þ
E ¼ qCEðf10Þ½q� qsðSSTÞ�jDUj ð14Þ
QE ¼ KvE ð15Þ
QH ¼ qcpCHðf10Þðh� SSTÞjDUj; ð16Þ

where cp � 1000:5J=kg is the specific heat capacity of air,
Kv ¼ 2:5� 106J=kg is the latent heat of vaporization for water,
and DU ¼ U� Uo is the difference between the atmospheric winds
and ocean current (following Pacanowski (1987)).11

Large and Yeager (2004) detail the methodology for shifting
the neutral 10 m transfer coefficients for drag, CD, sensible heat

10 The SST and ocean current are taken from the surface ocean model grid cell
values. This is an appropriate choice, since the bulk formulae presented here are
developed from fits to bulk properties of the upper ocean, rather than skin properties.

11 Pacanowski (1987) noted that it is important to take into account surface ocean
currents in the computation of wind stress, especially where ocean currents reach
large values, such as in the equatorial Pacific. Models in this study all follow this
approach for computing the wind stress.

Table 3
Summary of choices made for the surface water/salt forcing in the various experiments

Experiment S/H2O flux Vpiston (m/d) Restore region Under ice Normal hydrology

NCAR-POP Salt 50/(4 � 365) Global Yes Yes
FSU-HYCOM Salt 50/(4 � 365) Global Yes No
GFDL-MOM-A Water 50/(4 � 365) Global No Yes
GFDL-MOM-B (ctrl) Water 50/(300) Global No Yes
GFDL-HIM Water 50/(300) Global Yes Yes
KNMI-MICOM Salt Regional Regional No No
MPI-A (ctrl) Water 50/(4 � 365) Global Fraction Yes
MPI-B Water 50/(300) Global Fraction Yes
Kiel-ORCA Water 50/(300) Regional Yes Yes

All experiments were run for 500 years. Two experiments are mentioned for GFDL-MOM and MPI, corresponding to the perturbation experiments described in Section 16. The
control experiments for both models are noted, as these are the settings used for all other sections. Column two indicates whether the experiment used salt fluxes or water
fluxes for hydrological forcing. Column three gives the piston velocity in metres per day, which determines the strength of the restoring used for surface salinity/water
forcing. Column four notes the region over which the salinity/water restoring fluxes are set. The Kiel-ORCA simulation used regionally varying restoring as discussed in
Fig. 27. The KNMI-MICOM simulations used the following regionally varying piston velocity: zero piston velocity in the region 35�N–65�N, 275�E and 0�E (North Atlantic);
50 m/50 days north of 75�N; 50 m/30 days south of 50�S; and 50 m/1500 days for the remainder. Gradients between the different zones were linearly interpolated in a 10�
strip. Column five indicates whether restoring was applied under sea ice. The ‘‘fraction” entry for MPI indicates the SSS restoring term was weighted by (1-ice concentration),
so that no restoring was applied with 100% ice. Column six refers to whether the experiment normalised the precipitation minus evaporation plus runoff in some manner to
reduce drift.
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transfer, CH , and evaporation, CE, to the stability of the coefficients
in these equations, where

f10 ¼
djg

ffiffiffiffiqp
jsj3=2

QH

cph
þ Q E

Kvðqþ :608�1Þ

 !
: ð17Þ

In this relation, d ¼ 10 m is the atmospheric reference height,
j ¼ 0:4 is the von Karman constant, g is the gravitational acceler-
ation, and

Mdry air

Mwater

� �
� 1 ¼ :608; ð18Þ

with Mdry air ¼ 28:97 the molecular weight of dry air, and
Mwater ¼ 18:015 the molecular weight of fresh water. The stability
shift is accomplished according to

CDðf10Þ ¼ CD 1�
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
CD
p

j
wmðf10Þ

� ��2

ð19Þ

CHðf10Þ ¼ CH

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
CDðf10Þ

CD

s
1� CH

j
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
CD
p whðf10Þ

� ��1

ð20Þ

CEðf10Þ ¼ CE

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
CDðf10Þ

CD

s
1� CE

j
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
CD
p whðf10Þ

� ��1

; ð21Þ

where wm and wh are empirical dimensionless momentum and heat
flux profiles which are functions of stability with the following
behaviour

wh ¼ �5f10 with f10 P 0ðstableÞ ð22Þ
wm ¼ �5f10 with f10 P 0ðstableÞ ð23Þ
wh > wm > 0 with f10 < 0ðunstableÞ: ð24Þ

Unfortunately, only the NCAR-POP and FSU-HYCOM fluxes were
computed with the correct stability shift. The code used by the
other models computed incorrect transfer coefficients at f10 for
both heat, C	H , and moisture, C	E, where the fractional error is given
by

C	H
CHðf10Þ

¼
1�

ffiffiffiffi
CD

p
j wmðf10Þ

1� CH

j
ffiffiffiffi
CD

p whðf10Þ
ð25Þ

C	E
CEðf10Þ

¼
1�

ffiffiffiffi
CD

p
j wmðf10Þ

1� CE

j
ffiffiffiffi
CD

p whðf10Þ
: ð26Þ

Most of the ocean is cooled by negative Q H and QE, which makes
f10 negative, the atmosphere unstable and wh more positive than
wm. Therefore, the fractional error is usually greater than unity,
and largest in regions where high SST and low wind speeds com-
bine to make a significantly unstable atmosphere, with wh typically
twice wm. The heat flux error is greatest where these regions coin-
cide with large latent heat flux loss, with the error increasing the
loss. For example, using observed SST, the net heat flux into the
ocean is reduced by 8–10 W m�2 over much of the tropical Indian

and western Pacific oceans, over the western boundary currents
with the exception of the Brazil current, and off western Australia
(Laurent Brodeau, personal communication, 2007). The expected
SST response would be for NCAR-POP and FSU-HYCOM to be war-
mer in these regions by at most 0.3 �C. Elsewhere, the effect is
smaller and poleward of about 40� degrees latitude, the heat flux
reduction is typically less than 3 W m�2.

C.2. The Large and Yeager (2004) dataset

Table 4 summarises the Large and Yeager (2004) dataset used to
compute the normal year forcing for heat, moisture, and momen-
tum. This data includes monthly mean precipitation, daily short
and long solar radiation, 6 hourly atmospheric meteorological state
at 10 m (temperature, humidity, and vector wind), and annual
mean river runoff. The atmospheric state as well as the model’s
prognostic SST and surface currents determine the turbulent
momentum (wind stress), turbulent heat (sensible and latent),
and turbulent moisture (evaporation) fluxes. These fluxes are com-
puted at each ocean-ice coupling time step using the CCSM bulk
formulae described in Large and Yeager (2004).

C.3. River runoff

The river runoff from Large and Yeager (2004) has a single time
step as it represents annual mean runoff. This data has been spread
out from the river mouths in a manner used in CCSM climate sim-
ulations. This approach is thought to account for some unresolved
mixing that occurs at river mouths in Nature. A remapping scheme
is provided at the GFDL web site quoted in Section 4.1. This scheme
maps the river data onto a model grid of differing resolution, so
long as the new grid is logically rectangular (as all grids used in this
study).

Modellers are encouraged to test different runoff specifications,
such as with a seasonal cycle as in (Röske, 2006). If doing so, we
recommend that a correction be made to keep the total annual flux
of runoff similar to the value in the Large and Yeager (2004) dataset
in order to facilitate comparisons.

C.4. Normalisation of moisture fluxes

As detailed in Section B.3, some models apply a normalisation to
maintain a balance in the globally integrated moisture flux (precip-
itation minus evaporation plus river runoff plus restoring) equal to
zero. This normalisation reduces long term drifts. We summarise
the choices made for the simulations in Table 3.

C.5. Use of sea level pressure

The sea level pressure is used to compute the air density (see
equation (24) of (Large and Yeager, 2004)). It also presents a load
on the ocean-ice models (the inverse barometer effect), which

Table 4
Summary of the forcing used in the CORE-I simulations as provided by Large and Yeager (2004) fields and CCSM bulk formulae

Field Available times Used to compute

Runoff Annual mean River runoff into ocean
Precipitation 12 months Precipitation
Downwelling short 365 days Ocean shortwave heating
Downwelling long 365 days Ocean longwave heating
10 m air temp 6 hourly for 365 days Sensible heating (using air temp, SST, and bulk formulae)
10 m humidity 6 hourly for 365 days Evap and latent heating (assume saturation over ocean water)
10 m vector winds 6 hourly for 365 days Wind stress (from winds, surface currents, and bulk formulae)
10 m vector winds 6 hourly for 365 days Sensible and latent heating, and evaporation (along with SST)
Sea level pressure 6 hourly for 365 days Atmospheric loading on ocean and surface atmospheric density

Column 1 is the field provided by their dataset, column 2 is the temporal amount of data provided, column 3 is the quantity computed for use in the ocean-ice model forcing.
Note that vector winds are listed twice due to their use in computing a large number of surface fluxes.
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drives barotropic motion. However, all ocean-ice models in this
study discard this pressure loading, thus considering the atmo-
sphere to be massless for purposes of ocean-ice dynamics.

C.6. High frequency meteorological data

It is desirable to use high frequency (6 hourly) meteorological
data as provided by Large and Yeager (2004). We ran a one month
AMIP model at GFDL to explore the flux errors associated with aver-
aged meteorological states acting as inputs to the flux calculations.
In the standard AMIP configuration, the model computes fluxes
every 30 min based on 30 min updates to the atmospheric state.
Averages of these 30 min fluxes were then compared to fluxes com-
puted using a less frequently updated atmospheric state.

With daily updated winds, temperatures, and humidities pro-
viding the atmospheric state, the latent heat fluxes are under esti-
mated broadly over the winter storm track band by some tens of
W m�2, relative to the latent heating computed with the 30 min
fluxes. There was also a smaller underestimate located in the sum-
mer storm track band. The nonlinear nature of storm track variabil-
ity is the reason for the problems with low frequency updates to
the atmospheric state. Experiments that refined the temporal res-
olution of the flux inputs individually showed that high frequency
winds are most important for reducing the flux error, but temper-
ature and humidity frequency also contribute. When all inputs are
given at 6 hourly frequency, the global RMS error is about 1 W m�2

versus near 8 W m�2 for daily inputs.

C.7. Treatment of saltwater vapor pressure

Models here use the same treatment of saltwater vapor pres-
sure. The vapor pressure over seawater is about 2% less than that
over fresh water (see equation (5) in (Large and Yeager, 2004)).
This difference is not negligible compared to the 20% subsaturation
of marine air that drives evaporation. Consequently, the effect
should be included in all models participating in a comparison.

C.8. Shortwave penetration

The evolution of SST depends critically on the absorption of so-
lar shortwave radiation and demands that this flux be separated
from the other heat fluxes (Rosati and Miyakoda, 1988). How this
radiation is attenuated into the ocean differs in the models. As de-
scribed in Appendix B to Danabasoglu et al. (2006), shortwave
absorption in NCAR-POP and FSU-HYCOM is based on monthly
and spatially varying SEAWIFS chlorophyll climatology following
Ohlmann (2003). Similarly, GFDL-MOM and GFDL-HIM prescribe
the chlorophyll climatology of Sweeney et al. (2005) and attenu-
ates vertically according to Morel and Antoine (1994). KNMI-MI-
COM places all of its shortwave radiation into the bulk mixed
layer. MPI and Kiel-ORCA use an e-folding dependency for the
shortwave penetration as documented in Paulson and Simpson
(1977), with clear water (type I in Jerlov (1968) classification).
We summarise these choices in Table 5.

Appendix D. Diagnostics used to evaluate the simulations

All models in this study employ a generalized orthogonal grid in
the horizontal. As noted in Appendix A, four of the models employ
tripolar grids (GFDL-MOM, GFDL-HIM, KNMI-MICOM, and Kiel-
ORCA), whereas FSU-HYCOM, NCAR-POP and MPI use a bipolar grid
with the North Pole displaced over Greenland. Generalized hori-
zontal coordinates are commonly chosen for global models as they
remove the spherical coordinate singularity from the Arctic Ocean,
and thus allow for improved simulation integrity in this region.
Unfortunately, given the relative immaturity of software plotting
packages, non-spherical grids lead to difficulties directly compar-
ing the simulations (e.g., making difference maps; producing polar
projections) in regions where the grid metric factors do not agree,
such as the Arctic. We do not attempt to remedy this shortcoming,
but instead choose to allow each model to plot results on their own
native grid.

In the remainder of this section of the appendix, we formulate
certain of the diagnostics used to evaluate the model simulations.
Some diagnostics used in this paper are compared to observations,
and so represent metrics used to gauge the physical integrity of the
simulations.

D.1. Meridional overturning streamfunction

This section supplements the results from Section 15, where we
presented the meridional overturning streamfunctions for the
Atlantic and World Oceans. The meridional overturning stream-
function diagnoses the transport of volume poleward

Wðy; zÞ ¼ �
Z

dx
Z z

�H
dz0ðvþ v	Þ; ð27Þ

where the minus sign reflects a convention. The overturning
streamfunction is commonly used to summarise various features
of the large scale circulation, particularly effects from thermohaline
forcing. In Eq. (27), the vertical limits extend from the ocean bottom
at z ¼ �Hðx; yÞ to a depth z, and the zonal integral extends over the
globe or within a closed ocean basin. We include a possibly nonzero
divergence-free subgrid scale (SGS) velocity v	. For the geopotential
coordinate models used in this study, v	 is determined by the
parameterisation of Gent et al. (1995), where

v	 ¼ �@zðjSyÞ; ð28Þ

with Sy ¼ �@yq=@zq the meridional slope of the neutral direction,
and j > 0 a diffusivity (with units of squared length per time).
The overturning streamfunction is thus given by the SGS plus Eule-
rian terms

Wðy; zÞ ¼
Z

dxjSy �
Z

dx
Z z

�H
dz0v; ð29Þ

where we set jSy ¼ 0 at the ocean bottom. The contribution from
the Gent et al. (1995) parameterisation to both volume and tracer
transport is most prominent in the Southern Ocean, where the basin
is large and the neutral slopes generally steepen towards the pole.
In other basins, such as the North Atlantic, its contribution is mod-
est to negligible, depending on the chosen diffusivity.

For the isopycnal models employed by GFDL-HIM and KNMI-
MICOM, the meridional overturning streamfunction is computed
with the vertical integral proceeding from the ocean bottom
upwards to a surface of constant potential density, so that

Wðy;qÞ ¼ �
Z

dx
Z q

�H
dq0vð@z=@q0Þ; ð30Þ

where dz ¼ dq0ð@z=@q0Þ is the thickness between isopycnal layers.
Since the product vð@z=@q0Þ is nonlinear, it is important for isopyn-
cal models to retain this product over each time step when forming

Table 5
Table indicating the manner that shortwave radiation is attenuated as it penetrates
into the ocean

Experiment Water type for shortwave

NCAR-POP Chlorophyll monthly climatology
FSU-HYCOM Chlorophyll monthly climatology
GFDL-MOM Chlorophyll monthly climatology
GFDL-HIM Chlorophyll monthly climatology
KNMI-MICOM Shortwave in mixed layer
MPI Uniform Jerlov water type I
Kiel-ORCA Uniform Jerlov water type I
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the time average streamfunction. Otherwise, the resulting stream-
function could suffer from aliasing problems.

Beneath the ocean surface, the no-normal flow condition on the
velocity field implies that the overturning streamfunction is a con-
stant along land-sea boundaries, and choice of the reference
streamfunction value as chosen above leads to a vanishing stream-
function on these boundaries. In a model run without water flux
forcing, the streamfunction vanishes along the surface as well. In
contrast, fresh water input means that the streamfunction is gen-
erally nonzero at the ocean surface.

D.2. Poleward heat transport

For the ocean-ice system, the prescribed atmospheric state used
in CORE implies a poleward heat transport, given a sea surface
temperature and a few assumptions. We summarise the formula-
tion in order to highlight assumptions. For this purpose, start with
the vertically integrated temperature budget for a Boussinesq
ocean

@t

Z g

�H
dzh

� �
¼ �r 


Z g

�H
dzðuhþ FÞ

� �
þ Q heat=ðqoCpÞ: ð31Þ

The left hand side represents transient storage of temperature
in a column of ocean fluid from the surface at z ¼ g to the bottom
at z ¼ �H. This storage is affected by the convergence of heat
through the vertically integrated resolved horizontal flow, uh,
and parameterised SGS processes, F. For each of the models in this
study, the SGS parameterisations include the neutral diffusion
scheme from Redi (1982) and the eddy induced advection from
Gent and McWilliams (1990).

The storage term in Eq. (31) is also affected by heat transfer
across the ocean surface

Q heat ¼ Q surf þ Q geo þ qoCp

X
P;E;R

qwhw: ð32Þ

Q surf is the surface heat flux (positive into the ocean) arising
from interactions between the ocean and atmosphere, and ocean
and sea ice

Q surf ¼ Qair-sea þ Q ice-sea: ð33Þ

These fluxes account for shortwave and longwave solar radia-
tion, and turbulent fluxes from sensible and latent heating. Addi-
tional ice-sea fluxes arise from the interaction between liquid
seawater and frozen sea ice. For example, sea ice forms as liquid
seawater is cooled below its freezing point. The cooling that would
otherwise contribute to a sub-freezing liquid seawater is generally
transferred to the sea ice model as frazil is formed. This transfer
represents a sign definite heating of the liquid ocean, and it thus
appears as part of the net heating in Eq. (32). Conversely, when fro-
zen precipitation or calving land glaciers enter the liquid ocean, the
latent heat of fusion required to melt the frozen water acts as a
cooling for the liquid seawater.

The solid earth presents a heat source to the ocean which is
included in the geothermal heating term. This heating is set to
zero in all models except for the Kiel-ORCA simulation, where a
uniform value of 0.086 W m�2 is applied throughout the World
Ocean.

The final contribution to the heat flux in Eq. (32) arises from the
transfer across the ocean surface of water with a temperature hw.
This transfer occurs with a volume per area per time due to precip-
itation (P > 0 for water entering ocean), evaporation (E > 0 for
water leaving ocean), and river runoff (R > 0 for water entering
ocean). This water heat flux is absent in virtual salt flux simula-
tions (see Section B.3 and Table 3), since these models do not
exchange water with other parts of the climate system. For the
models in this study using real water fluxes, hw for P; E, and R is

equated to the SST of the grid cell participating in the water trans-
fer.12 For precipitation and evaporation, the term hwðP � EÞ generally
provides a global net cooling of the ocean, since evaporation trans-
fers water away from the ocean at a temperature typically higher
than precipitation adds water. This net heat loss must be compen-
sated by ocean heat transfer.

If the ocean is in a steady state (say over annual or decadal time
scales), then heating over these time scales will balance the diver-
gence of heat throughout an ocean column. Now extend this bal-
ance to a horizontal domain, in which the zonal boundaries are
either periodic or no-flow, and the southern boundary at y ¼ ys is
no-flow (as for the Antarctic continent). Use of the Divergence The-
orem indicates that meridional transport through the northern
boundary balances heat input through the ocean surface

qoCp

Z
dx
Z g

�H
dzðvhþ FyÞ ¼

Z y

ys

dy
Z

dxQ heat: ð34Þ

That is, in a steady state, the area integrated heat flux into the ocean
over the region south of a given latitude (right hand side) is bal-
anced by meridional transport of heat within the ocean at the spe-
cific latitude (left hand side). For example, if there is a net surface
flux of heat out of the ocean south of a chosen latitude (e.g., cold
air over warmer water), then maintenance of a steady state requires
that this surface heat loss is balanced by a transport of heat within
the ocean towards the south across this latitude. A meridional
ocean heat transport is thus implied by the net surface forcing. This
result allows us to estimate the meridional ocean heat transport
through knowledge of just the surface fluxes.

As described by Large and Yeager (2004), knowledge of the
atmospheric state and the sea surface temperature provide suffi-
cient information to compute surface turbulent air-sea heat fluxes
by using the bulk formulae. The radiative and turbulent heating
then provide Qair-sea. The water transport term ðP � Eþ RÞhw is
generally subdominant to Q surf . So it is common to estimate the
implied ocean heat transport just with Qair-sea. Hence, estimates
of the ocean heat transport implied from Q air-sea are useful if the
following assumptions hold:

– Ocean heat storage is small over the time scales of interest (i.e.,
ocean has reached a steady state);

– Heat transport due to the movement of water across the ocean
surface is ignored;

– Heat fluxes between ice-ocean are ignored;
– Bottom heat fluxes (e.g., geothermal fluxes) are ignored.

These assumptions are made for the implied transports for the
Normal Year Forcing shown in Fig. 21. Note that the missing
Q ice-sea fluxes generally give more cooling toward the poles, imply-
ing more poleward transport (steeper negative slopes) in both
hemispheres than shown in Fig. 21.

D.3. Comments on diagnosing heat and volume transport

As the ocean heat transport is a nonlinear product of terms, it is
desirable to compute the transport in a simulation at each time
step using the model numerics, and maintain a time average online
during the simulation. In Table 6, we note how the transport was
computed by the models. For the overturning streamfunction
(see Section D.1), the streamfunction is a nonlinear product when
the thickness of a layer can change, as for a nonlinear free surface

12 This choice is suggested for precipitation in state-of-the-art coupled climate
models, since the condensate in atmospheric models generally has zero heat capacity.
Likewise, many river models do not carry the temperature of river water. There is a
non-conservation of heat in the simulated global climate system due to these
limitations of the atmosphere and river components in coupled climate models.
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z-model (GFDL-MOM) and for an isopycnal or hybrid model (GFDL-
HIM, FSU-HYCOM, KNMI-MICOM).

The problem with using the mean velocity times the mean
thickness for the overturning streamfunction, or mean velocity
times the mean thickness times mean temperature for the heat
transport, is that there tend to be very large correlations between
thickness and the other two fields (especially near-surface). So
working with time mean fields would be a very poor approxima-
tion to the true fluxes.

In an isopycnal model, one complication is that the near-surface
layers are non-isopycnal, and hence do not trivially map into the
discretized density space. GFDL-HIM uses the layer density over a
short interval (an hour to a few days) to partition the fluxes in these
variable-density layers into the discrete density space matching the
target densities for the interior layers. The total transport is exactly
what the model uses, but there is a slight dependence on the fre-
quency with which the fluxes are recast into pure density coordi-
nates, and in the choice of the lateral mapping of densities onto
velocity points. Because for efficiency these are not calculated every
time-step, GFDL-HIM cannot simply use the ratio of the buoyancy
flux to the volume flux to determine the buoyancy at which the
fluxes occur. With the 2-h frequency used in the GFDL-HIM CORE
runs, it is expected that these uncertainties are negligible.

Finally, the transport arising from SGS mesoscale parameterisa-
tion via neutral diffusion (Redi, 1982) and eddy induced advection
(Gent and McWilliams, 1990) play a role in establishing the heat
transport and meridional overturning streamfunction, especially
in the Southern Ocean. Table 6 thus provides details regarding
how the models chose the parameters setting the strength of these
schemes.

D.4. Budget for volume averaged temperature

Integrating the heat budget (31) over the full extent of the
World Ocean leads to an evolution equation for the globally inte-
grated potential temperature

qoCp@t

X
hdV

� �
¼
X

Q heatdA: ð35Þ

In this equation, dV is the grid cell volume, dA is the horizontal
area of a cell. Locally, the surface turbulent and radiative fluxes
tend to dominate heating from water transfer by one or two orders
of magnitude, with frazil yet another order of magnitude smaller.
The turbulent and radiative terms, as well as the water term, have
both positive and negative contributions, whereas frazil always
represents a heating of the liquid ocean. Hence, the global sum of
these terms can be comparable and thus are important to retain
in a budget analysis.

Note that models using real water fluxes have a seawater vol-
ume that is generally nonconstant, given the ability to exchange
water between other components of the climate system. These
models, however, generally implement a normalisation term sim-
ilar to the salinity normalisation (Section B.3 and Table 3), thus
minimising the drift. In general, drifts in volume averaged temper-
ature and salinity may result from drifts in seawater volume.

One means of checking whether the model results are sensible is
to consider a rough order of magnitude calculation to determine the
temperature trend that one may expect, given a net heat flux. Intro-
ducing the mean temperature, hhi ¼

P
hdV=

P
dV , Eq. (35) indicates

that the global mean liquid ocean temperature evolves according to

ðVqoCpÞ@thhi ¼
X

Q heatdA; ð36Þ

where V is the liquid ocean volume. Typical values for the World
Ocean yield VqoCp � 5:4� 1024J=�C and

P
dA ¼ 3:6� 1014m2, lead-

ing to the decadal scale temperature trend

Dhhi
decade

� 0:02Q heat: ð37Þ

For example, with a 1Wm�2 net heating of the ocean over the
course of a decade, we expect a temperature trend of roughly
0.02 �C per decade, or 0.2 �C per century.

D.5. Budget for volume averaged salinity

As a supplement to the results in Section 5, we note that the
globally integrated salinity in the liquid ocean evolves according to

@t

X
SdV

� �
¼
X

Q saltdA; ð38Þ

where

Q salt ¼ Q ice þ vpistonðSSS� SobsÞ þ SoðP � Eþ RÞ þ normal ð39Þ

is the salt flux. Here, Q ice is the flux of salt passing between the li-
quid ocean and sea ice, and vpiston is the piston velocity setting the
strength of the sea surface salinity (SSS) restoring to the observed
values Sobs. The term SoðP � Eþ RÞ arises from the conversion of
water flux to a salt flux, with So a global constant. The normalisation
term is used to minimise the salt drift, which would generally occur
in its absence given that the globally integrated restoring term need
not be zero. The restoring term, the virtual salt flux term, and the
normalisation term are absent in models that use a real water flux.
Instead, these models convert the restoring salt fluxes into an im-
plied water flux, they insert water directly to the model, thus
changing its volume, and they introduce a normalisation for the
surface water forcing. Further details of this budget, as well as the
choices made by the various models, are provided in Section B.3
and Table 3.

D.6. Mixed layer depths

The purpose of this section is to supplement the mixed layer
diagnostics presented in Section 11. We start by noting that the
diagnosis of observed and model mixed layer depth (MLD) is
ambiguous. The mixed layer has near-zero gradients of h� S and
density, as well as tracers such as CFCs. So most techniques to esti-
mate the MLD rely on either a threshold gradient or a threshold
change in one of these quantities, normally in potential tempera-
ture h or density (Lorbacher et al., 2006, see, for example; De Boyer
Montegut et al., 2004; Monterey and Levitus, 1997). Relying solely
on h has the advantage of good observational data coverage, but
this approach neglects salinity stratification associated with bar-
rier layers (see e.g., (Sprintall and Tomczak, 1992)). In contrast,
relying solely on density overlooks density-compensating changes
in h� S, exaggerating the mixed layer depth. Given these caveats,
with water-mass formation regulated by upper ocean stratification
and surface water overturn, an assessment of model MLD is extre-
mely important.

There are two general classes of definitions for the diagnosed
mixed layer used by the models in this study. The first is based
on meeting a buoyancy criteria, where the vertical buoyancy deriv-
ative exceeds some critical value (as is used in the observed esti-
mate of Fig. 15a). The second definition equates the mixed layer
depth to the depth over which vigorous turbulent mixing from sur-
face wind and buoyancy forcing occurs. The following provides
more details of this diagnostic as used in each model. Note that
once a mixed layer depth is determined within a particular model,
the models all then report the maximum mixed layer depth at-
tained for the years 491–500. In all models this is based on the
maximum monthly mean value attained, except in NCAR-POP,
wherein the maximum instantaneous MLD is reported. These
depths are presented in Fig. 15.
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– NCAR-POP (buoyancy criteria): The mixed layer depth at a par-
ticular horizontal point is the shallowest depth where the inter-
polated vertical derivative of buoyancy equals a local critical
buoyancy gradient (Large et al., 1997). This critical gradient is
just the maximum of all the discrete gradients given by surface
minus model level buoyancy, divided by level depth.

– FSU-HYCOM (buoyancy criteria): HYCOM specifies an equiva-
lent temperature jump of Dh ¼ 0:1 �C, and an associated density
jump Dr ¼ �aDh, with a the local value for @q=@h. Given this
jump in density, the algorithm then computes the potential den-
sity difference between two adjacent layers starting from the
ocean surface. Whenever this adjacent density difference is
greater than the pre-defined density jump Dr, an interpolation
is found to determine the depth where the difference equals to
the jump, which then defines the mixed layer depth.

– GFDL-MOM (buoyancy criteria): The mixed layer depths are
based on an interpolation to find the first depth where the dif-
ference in buoyancy relative to the surface is greater than
0:0003ms�2. This approach follows that described in Levitus
(1982), and amounts to that used in NCAR-POP, yet with a con-
stant critical buoyancy difference used for all depth levels.

– GFDL-HIM (turbulent mixing criteria): The mixed layer depths
are defined as the thickness of the layer with vigorous turbu-
lence, defined as the depth over which energy input or lost by
wind and buoyancy forcing is dissipated.

– KNMI-MICOM (turbulent mixing criteria): The mixed layer
depths are defined as the thickness of the top layer (bulk mixed
layer) which is not isopycnic.

– MPI (buoyancy criteria): Mixed layer depth is determined as the
depth at which the density difference from the sea surface is
0.125 sigma units, following Monterey and Levitus (1997).

– Kiel-ORCA (buoyancy criteria): Mixed layer depth is determined
as the depth at which the density difference from the sea surface
is 0.1 sigma units.

Appendix E. List of Acronyms

– AABW, Antarctic Bottom Water
– AAIW, Antarctic Intermediate Water
– ACC, Antarctic Circumpolar Current

– AMIP, Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project
– AOMIP, Arctice Ocean Model Intercomparison Project
– CCSM, Community Climate System Model
– CFC, Chlorofluorocarbon
– CLIVAR, Climate Variability and predictability project
– CM, Climate Model
– CORE, Coordinated Ocean-ice Reference Experiment
– EUC, Equatorial Undercurrent
– ENSO, El Niño Southern Oscillation
– FSU, Florida State University
– GFDL, Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
– GM, Gent-McWilliams parameterisation (Gent and McWilliams,

1990)
– HIM, Hallberg Isopycnal Model
– HYCOM, HYbrid Coordinate Ocean Model
– IPSL, Institut Pierre Simon Laplace
– KNMI, Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute
– KPP, K-Profile Parameterisation
– MICOM, Miami Isopycnal Coordinate Ocean Model
– MLD, Mixed Layer Depth
– MOC, Meridional Overturning Circulation
– MOM, Modular Ocean Model
– MPI, Max-Planck-Institute
– NADW, North Atlantic Deep Water
– NCAR, National Center for Atmospheric Research
– NEMO, Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean
– NOAA, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
– NYF, Normal Year Forcing from Large and Yeager (2004)
– ORCA, Ocean model configuration of the NEMO ocean code
– OMIP, Ocean Model Intercomparison Project
– OPA, Source code for NEMO
– OWS, Ocean Weather Ship
– P � E + R, Precipitation minus Evaporation plus River runoff
– POP, Parallel Ocean Program
– SAMW, Subantarctic Mode Water
– SSS, Sea Surface Salinity
– SST, Sea Surface Temperature
– WGOMD, Working Group for Ocean Model Development
– WOA, World Ocean Atlas
– WOCE, World Ocean Circulation Experiment

Table 6
Table indicating the manner that the models diagnose the decadal mean heat transport and meridional overturning streamfunction

Experiment MOC time average Heat time average GM Neutral Max slope

NCAR-POP Instant Instant 600 600 3/10
FSU-HYCOM Daily Daily 0:05ðDÞ3 0:05ðDÞ3 –
GFDL-MOM Instant Instant 100 6 j 6 600 600 1/500
GFDL-HIM Instant Instant 600 600 –
KNMI-MICOM Instant Monthly 0:005D 0:005D –
MPI Instant Instant 0:0025D 0:0025D Dz=D
Kiel-ORCA Instant Instant 100 6 j 6 3000 1000* 1/100

‘‘Instantaneous” implies that the fields are computed using each time step of the model simulation, then time averaged. ‘‘Daily” means that daily mean fields were used, with
nonlinear products computed from the dailies. The same holds for ‘‘monthly”. The models include SGS contributions from Redi (1982) neutral diffusion and eddy induced
advection from Gent and McWilliams (1990). These schemes play an important role in setting the overturning streamfunction and the heat transport, especially in the
Southern Ocean. Hence, we include in this table some information about the implementation of these SGS schemes. The GM diffusivity and neutral diffusivity are given in
units of m2s�1. The maximum neutral slope is noted for the geopotential models, where tapering of the neutral physics fluxes is applied for regions of greater neutral slopes.
For the isopycnal models, there is no maximum slope parameter. The following provides more details for certain models.
FSU-HYCOM: interface height smoothing (corresponding to Gent and McWilliams (1990)) is applied through a biharmonic operator, with a mixing coefficient determined by
the grid spacing D (in m) times a constant velocity scale 0:05ms�1. For regions where the FSU-HYCOM simulation has coordinate surfaces aligned with constant pressure
(mostly in the upper ocean mixed layer), Gent and McWilliams (1990) is not implemented, and lateral diffusion is oriented along pressure surfaces rather than rotated to
neutral directions.
GFDL-MOM: a range of GM diffusivity is used with value determined according to the vertically integrated baroclinicity (Griffies et al., 2005).
KNMI-MICOM: this model reports implied transports from the time integrated net heat flux. It uses a grid scale dependent diffusivity applied with a Laplacian operator, using
a velocity scale of 0:005ms�1.
MPI: monthly mean vertical velocities are used to diagnose the MOC as a way to include sea level in the diagnostic. The heat transport is computed from the implied transport
taken from the time integrated net surface heat flux. It uses a grid scale dependent diffusivity applied with a Laplacian operator, using a velocity scale of 0:0025ms�1. The
maximum neutral slope is set by the grid ratio Dz=D, with D the appropriate horizontal grid spacing.
Kiel-ORCA: GM diffusivity is set according to the first baroclinic Rossby radius, and its neutral diffusivity is scaled according to the grid spacing, with 1000m2s�1 the nominal
value.
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